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Covering note 
 

This evidence was produced and collected in February 2014 at the invitation of John Howell MP and Lord 

Redesdale as part of an inquiry into the future of local government archaeology services in England, 

commissioned by Minister for Culture, Communications and the Creative Industries, Ed Vaizey. 

The report was published in September 2016 by the All Party Parliamentary Archaeology Group and can be 

accessed here. It is intended that this collated evidence from national bodies will provide some context for 

the report. 

The evidence as it is presented here is as it was submitted in 2014 and, except for the redaction of named 

examples to preserve the anonymity of some identified parties, is unchanged from this time. 

The Archaeology Forum welcomes the publication of the report, in particular its recognition that local 

authority archaeology services and wider historic environment services are under extreme pressure, that 

action must be taken to address the problems – which have worsened since the evidence was submitted – 

and that the evidence here consistently calls for Historic Environment Records and the services that go 

with them to be put on statutory footing. 

It is necessary to add the following points for context: 

A statutory duty to maintain suitably supported historic environment records 

Several contributors to the report reference the provisions for statutory HERs as laid out in the 2008 

Heritage Bill. Since the review was undertaken the Welsh Government has passed legislation which will 

implement a similar statutory duty (on Welsh Ministers) to maintain such services in Wales.  

Historic England 

On April 1 2015, English Heritage split into two organisations – a charity, with responsibility for operating 

and maintaining the National Collection, and a Non Department Public Body, Historic England, which 

retained the statutory role as Government’s lead advisor on the historic environment. Historic England has 

subsequently issued a Corporate plan and Action plan which pledged to reconnect with “key partners such 

as local authorities” and listed working to support local authorities as a key aim of the organisation.  

Culture White Paper 

In March 2016 the Government released a Culture White Paper which mentioned the Government’s 

commitment to the issue of local historic environment services. It said 

http://www.appag.org.uk/future_arch_services_report_2014.pdf
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“Historic England will identify how it can offer more support to local authorities, reduce 
demand on local services through clearer guidance, and encourage new delivery models 
that make the best use of resources, in the light of the review of local authority 
archaeological services.” 
 

Historic England has held a meeting of stakeholders, including some TAF members, to review the 

recommendations in the report and to plan a way forward with all the recommendations considered 

desirable or feasible. It was recognised that while some of the issues are peculiar to archaeology, most 

concerns are paralleled by equivalent levels of attrition to local authority conservation services, and that 

solutions will need to carefully formulated in that light. The Forum awaits the outcome of this meeting 

with interest. 

 

Peter Hinton BA MIfA FSA FRSA FIAM  

TAF convenor 
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1. Association of Local Government Archaeological Officers 

____________________________________________________ 

 

Response from ALGAO:England to a request for written evidence 

The Association of Local Government Archaeological Officers (ALGAO) is the national body representing 

local government archaeology services at County, District, Metropolitan, Unitary and National Park 

authority level. These provide advice to nearly all the District, Unitary and other local government bodies in 

the country.  

This written evidence is provided on behalf of ALGAO:England by its Executive Committee; we are aware 

that some of our member authorities are making individual responses. 

 

The existing models for local government archaeology services: 

 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards?  

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without 

archaeological advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

c. What trends have you identified? 

 

Please give examples where possible. 

 

Local authority archaeological services typically comprise a Historic Environment Record (HER) service and 

one or more dedicated archaeological advisors, mostly based in upper-tier local authorities (counties and 

unitary authorities).  In March 2013 there were 336 staff based in 86 local authorities, providing planning 

advice to almost all of the 360 local planning authorities in England, advice to farmers and landowners on 

agri-environment schemes and management of heritage assets, and some educational and community-

based advice.   

 

We feel that current system, funded largely by local authorities and working to a national planning system 

(PPG 16; PPS 5 and now the NPPF) has worked well for the past 30 years.   HERs contain in excess of 

1,300,000 known sites  - more than 90% of which are undesignated - and are used by advisors to provide 

advice to planning authorities on between 12,000 and 14,000 planning proposals per year with 

archaeological implications. This results in 5000-6000 archaeological projects.  The resulting work and 

archaeological outputs since the 1980s have collectively transformed our understanding and appreciation 

of the past, and has also transformed the sector, which is now dominated by archaeologists funded by 

developers, discharging their planning obligations.   However, it is the view of ALGAO that professional 
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standards are very variable across all parts of the sector and need to be improved, so we are actively 

working with the professional institute (IfA) and other partners to achieve this aim.   

 

We can provide evidence of some problems and issues with inadequate advice within local authorities if 

required, but will need to explain each within its specific local government context.  We are happy to send 

this as supplementary evidence, or as part of oral evidence, if requested to do so.   

However, we also feel that much greater problem currently facing local authority services and the 

archaeological protection they provide is  the reduction in resources provided by the parent/host local 

authorities, in response to overall budget cuts.   Archaeology services, including HERs, are non-statutory 

and most archaeological planning advice is provided to local authorities that are external to the host or 

parent local authority through funded SLAs or other partnership arrangements – typically with other 

higher-tier authorities or with multiple lower tier districts (between 3 and 15) in two tier local government 

areas.   This makes services especially vulnerable to cuts especially in comparison to statutory services (e.g. 

highways, social services) and more visible frontline services.   

 

Most of the costs of archaeology services relate to staff, with very small overheads, so the cuts have 

therefore resulted in a 20% reduction in the overall number of staff from 410 in 2006 to 336 in 2013.  This 

has reduced many services to the bare minimum level. Evidence from a rapid survey of ALGAO member 

services produced this week has revealed that the reduction in staff has actually been accelerating since 

2013, with substantial additional cuts to staff – an average of 10% nationally, and 20% in the north of 

England. This is reducing many of the services in the north on England to below the minimum viable level 

and therefore threatens provision and archaeological protection across a large part of England.  The 

statistical evidence of reduction in staff is also supported by survey evidence from the services concerned 

that they will not be able to provide an adequate service in many key areas, including maintaining HERs as 

dynamic and up to date resources, and important elements of development management advice.    

 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? 

The inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

 loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

 loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums 

 increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

 failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 

 loss of essential archaeological skills 

 

All of the above are potential – or in some cases actual – consequences, although the non-statutory nature 

of services and non-designated status of archaeology mean that such problems are difficult to detect, with 

information often only being available well after the event.  The lack of designated status for archaeology 

also means that where local government services are not in place to provide advice and monitor 

development, it is almost impossible to gather evidence about development that has gone ahead without 

proper planning provision and has consequently damaged or destroyed archaeological remains.  It is also 

the case that a lack of expert advice, resulting in an inability on the part of developers to manage risk, is a 

real threat to sustainable development, and acknowledged by the development industry.   
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In addition, it is important to emphasise that the cost of re-establishing adequate provision after a service 

has been cut, including dealing with the consequences of periods of poor or inadequate advice, will always 

be greater than the cost of maintaining the service itself.  An example of this and the more general 

consequences of inadequate advice is provided by the experience of Northamptonshire where the 

archaeological service to the seven district planning authorities was withdrawn between 2006 and 

2009.  During this period archaeological fieldwork that took place in response to planning requirements in 

the county fell by 50%, and when the service was restored the number of planning recommendations rose 

from 200 in 2009 to 800 in 2010. This suggests that many hundred planning proposals were approved with 

minimal or no archaeological provision between 2006 and 2009. This undoubtedly means that an 

unquantifiable amount of archaeology was destroyed in Northamptonshire without evidence.  However, 

the high level of resources required to identify all of these proposals and the resulting damage and 

destruction to archaeology is prohibitive and will probably never be undertaken.   

 

Loss of essential skills is an important issue for many LA services as they shrink and the more experienced 

staff leave.  It is difficult within the current planning regime for LA staff to adequately cover the range of 

potential archaeological issues, site types and periods, and this is becoming critical in some areas such as 

urban archaeology.  There is also a threat to skills retention in commercial archaeological organisations, 

and indeed their economic viability, where local authority services are reduced, resulting in fewer 

archaeological projects. 

 

There needs to be a greater pooling of archaeological expertise within the archaeological sector (including 

the academic community) especially for key specialisms, if the standard of archaeological research is not to 

fall further. 

 

Inadequate advice will also adversely affect the protection of the rural archaeological heritage.  The 

benefits of agri-environment grants from the environmental stewardship schemes since 2006 has been 

considerable with over £20 million in additional funds secured by ALGAO members, working closely with 

English Heritage and Natural England, to improve the protection of many 1000s of sites including the 

removal or reduction of damage from ploughing.  This has been a considerable success for the sector, but 

continuing this very important area of work will be more challenging with the revised agri-environment 

schemes that are emerging from the CAP reform process, and any reduction in the local government 

resources for rural advice will result in a significant loss of protection for rural archaeology.  

 

Alternative models for providing planning advice: 

 

The inquiry will consider other models for the provision of archaeological advice to local authorities. 

 

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention?  

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

 

There are currently no obvious models that can easily be used as examples to test the suitability in terms 

of governance, finances, professional standards and outcomes relating to archaeological protection and 
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public benefits.  This is mainly a consequence of the disparate local government structures comprising a 

mixture of unitary, two-tier (county and district) and national park services. 

 

For these reasons, and the clear differences in the scale of problems and the issues between the different 

parts of England, ALGAO are firmly of the view that a single solution for England in terms of a structure or 

model for LA services is not feasible or desirable, either at this time or in the foreseeable future.  However, 

it is clear that alternative models for providing LA archaeological advice services will have to be explored in 

areas where the current provision does not appear to be sustainable – currently in parts of the North of 

England.   It will be problematic to develop models without an evidence-base, but ALGAO are willing to 

work with partners urgently to explore the options and come up with workable solutions.      

 

There may be some elements of the experience of the four Welsh Trusts – that have been in existence 

since the 1970s - that could be helpful in terms of governance etc. However, the funding structure of 

archaeological advice is substantially difference from England, with a significant proportion coming 

centrally from CADW and only a small proportion coming from the Welsh LAs. and the amount of planning 

work in particular is much lower apart perhaps within GGAT.   In England, almost all of the current funding 

for LA services comes from LA or directly from developers and it’s important that the LA funding (although 

diminishing) is protected as much as possible. Nonetheless, as mentioned above, there are aspects of the 

experience of the Welsh Trust that will we are sure prove to be helpful.   

 

One important characteristic contributing to the success of the Welsh trust structure (and currently, almost 

all local government services in England) is the close working relationship existing between Historic 

Environment Record services, and the archaeologists who advise planning authorities. It is the firm view of 

ALGAO that this relationship is the most efficient use of resources and should be retained in any proposed 

new solutions or structures that might be suggested.   

 

We would add that although national solutions and the absence of suitable examples of new structures do 

severely hinder the development or imposition of new structures, we feel that there are mechanisms that 

can rapidly be put in place concerning the sharing of expertise and the pooling of resources. These would 

help the current situation and may also assist with the creation of new models in the future.    The creation 

of formal or informal structures that operate beyond current local authority boundaries could be used to 

share skills and expertise to support the conservation roles of local authorities, and also develop research 

and community-based initiatives. Membership could include local authority staff, Historic England and also 

academic staff, as well as representatives from the commercial archaeological sector and local 

archaeological groups/societies.   The specification for such groupings (or to use a previous and possibly 

relevant term ‘sub regional resource pools’) would depend upon local circumstances, and they would 

require some resources - possibly from Historic England - however they could be used to both improve the 

public benefit aspect of planning related archaeology and potentially also to develop new or alternative 

structures to deliver protection, if required.  

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

 

A strong and effective Historic England will be vital for local authorities.   In particular, it is very important 

that Historic England will be able articulate a clear single view - and voice – about local government, both 
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as an advocate within Government and to local authorities, and also to the historic environment sector.  

We also feel that it is essential that Historic England works in partnership with local authorities to create a 

national framework for heritage protection. To achieve this, ALGAO are firmly of the view that Historic 

England should have a dedicated member of staff at the highest level (the equivalent of the current English 

Heritage Executive Board) and a single local government team/unit that works across the strategic and 

operational functions of Historic England.   We would also emphasis that such a dedicated function within 

HE will be necessary to ensure the success of the new body within the sector, especially with the context of 

severe resource constraints generally within the public sector.   

 

ALGAO members consider it vital that there is improved sharing of relevant skills and expertise between 

local authorities and Historic England, and a clearer identification of roles and functions, to maximise the 

effectiveness of both parts of the sector and avoid unnecessary duplication. As part of process we would 

like to see a greater understanding within the new Historic England of the protection and conservation of 

undesignated archaeology, especially via the planning system. Although we greatly value English Heritage 

as a partner and advocate for local authorities, we feel that there is currently insufficient understanding 

within English Heritage of planning and archaeology at the operational level – and the process that operate 

within local authority services - and that this is a barrier to effective working between local authorities and 

English Heritage in some areas.   

 

 

5. How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

 

No comment 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

 

The historic environment sector has a history of successful collaboration to produce relevant standards, 

and these are essential to ensure effective outcomes. However, successful meeting and monitoring of 

standards depends wholly on an appropriate level of resourcing, and there is currently no agreed 

mechanism for measuring appropriate or adequate provision by a local authority to underpin this.  

 

Your recommendation: 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice?  

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

b. If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

 

As noted above, there is clear evidence that the current system is not sustainable in some areas and 

projections within the sector show this situation will worsen within the next few years or sooner. For the 

reasons stated in 3 above, a national solution is not feasible, and in some areas, the status quo may be 

maintained (and maintainable) but increased sharing of services, and closer collaboration in the provision 

of specialist advice are likely to feature in most areas. ALGAO members in the recent survey undertaken 
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have made a series of projections and predictions, based on available budget information, and certain 

geographic trends are in evidence. Further work is required to inform which areas will benefit from re-

positioning of services, and how, but it likely that parts of the north and of the West Midlands, close 

collaborative working will be needed between local authorities, in groupings best described as “sub-

regional”, to develop robust and resilient shared services, and this should be explored urgently. A 

partnership of organisations such as English Heritage, IfA, FAME, CBA and ALGAO, perhaps led by TAF, 

would be best placed to work through this. 

 

A statutory requirement for service provision, centred around an adequately maintained and up to date 

HER, and accompanied by appropriately experienced expert staff to deliver advice, would ensure that all 

local authorities are properly served, regardless of the mechanism for service delivery. This would be best 

articulated alongside a clear statement recognising the value of the historic environment of England. 

 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection?  

 

An engaged and often skilled third sector is a recognised strength of the historic environment sector, and is 

acknowledged to add value and increase public benefit. However, any voluntary provision depends 

necessarily on a core level of service provided by local authorities, to be responsible for core day to day 

activities and accountable for the implementation of national and local policy. It is recognised by most 

voluntary sector organisations and indeed local authorities that partnership in this respect is vital. 

 

Fiona Macdonald 

For ALGAO:England Executive Committee 

February 2014 
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2. Council for British Archaeology 

____________________________________________________ 

The Council for British Archaeology is pleased to have an opportunity to respond to the call for written 

evidence in relation to the inquiry for the Culture Minister in England on the future of local government 

archaeology services. 

The Council for British Archaeology is an educational charity working throughout the UK to involve people 

in archaeology and to promote appreciation and care of the historic environment for the benefit of present 

and future generations. We have a statutory role as one of the national amenity societies consulted on 

listed building proposals. Our membership includes over 620 heritage organisations, representing national, 

regional and local bodies encompassing state, local government, professional, academic, museum and 

voluntary sectors, and over 10,000 individual members. 

 

The existing models for local government archaeology services: 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards? 

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

c. What trends have you identified? 

Please give examples where possible. 

The system in England to provide archaeological advice to local planning authorities has grown up in a 

piecemeal fashion over several decades. The current approach is largely based on the Government’s policy 

introduced in 1990 through its Planning Policy Guidance Note 16 (PPG16), linked with the planning system 

introduced through the earlier Town & Country Planning Act. PPG16 embedded archaeology firmly within 

the planning system and required local planning authorities to maintain or have access to expert 

professional advice, including information held in a Historic Environment Record. This policy has been 

continued in the National Planning Policy Framework, introduced in 2012. Archaeology advisory services 

also inform the management of the rural historic environment, and are well placed to undertake 

community outreach and education. They also, in many places work within broader teams of specialists, 

including ecologists, conservation architects and landscape architects, informing development 

management and planning policy. 

The current national policy framework provides an adequate basis for archaeological advice to be delivered 

to a high professional standard. The adoption of the Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Advice by 

Historic Environment Services (http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/IfASG-

Archaeological-Adviceand-glossary.pdf) by the Institute for Archaeologists in October 2013 clearly defines 

the professional standards that are expected. Across most of England the existing services operate in line 

with IfA standards, although reducing resources have placed considerable strain on the expert staff who 
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provide the advice, and there are significant concerns about the ability of services to continue to meet 

these standards in future in many areas, particularly in the north of England and the Midlands. 

We know from previous experience in Northamptonshire that in a situation where a local planning 

authority does not have access to archaeological advice it leads to the destruction of archaeological sites 

without adequate record, the loss of public benefit, and also increases risks (and potentially costs) for 

developers. Unfortunately, the full scale of this negative impact is hard to measure due to the absence of 

any monitoring of the situation during that period. 

There are now local authorities that have chosen to withdraw from previous arrangements for receiving 

archaeological advice. In some cases, these local authorities suggest that they will use consultants to 

provide cover – although this begs the question of who will judge when consultants are required – but in 

some cases (eg Middlesbrough) there is no advice being sought at all. This appears to be in direct breach of 

the NPPF. 

From surveys undertaken by the Association of Local Government Archaeological Officers (ALGAO) and the 

Institute of Historic Building Conservation (IHBC) with English Heritage (see latest report at 

http://www.englishheritage.org.uk/content/publications/publicationsNew/guidelines-standards/fifth-

report-lastaff-resources/5th-rep-LAStaff.pdf) it is clear that the number of historic environment specialists 

advising local authorities has dropped in recent years (staffing numbers have fallen by 28% since 2006 for 

historic environment advisors, including an 18% fall in archaeological advisors, with a 3% fall in the last 

year). It is anticipated that the reductions will continue and the pace of the reductions is accelerating as 

funding cuts within local authorities continue and have a greater impact on non-statutory services. There 

are reasonable fears that the number of local authorities operating without archaeological advice will 

increase in the coming years, and that even where services remain they will not be adequately funded to 

fulfil their role to a professional standard. This will be particularly apparent in the quality of the Historic 

Environment Record, in many cases already suffering from lack of resources. The HER is the key evidence 

base for local and regional decision making 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? 

The inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

 loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

 loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums 

 increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

 failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 

 loss of essential archaeological skills 

All of these options are a real possibility as a consequence of inadequate archaeological advice to local 

authorities. This is not in the interests of the public, the planning authorities, the developers, or the historic 

environment sector. It is particularly damaging for our archaeological heritage as important evidence can 

be lost forever with no record made, and no opportunity to even gain an understanding of the significance 

of the loss. 

Alternative models for providing planning advice: 

The inquiry will consider other models for the provision of archaeological advice to local authorities. 
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3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention? 

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

The models in England are already diverse, with single authority services, shared services between 

authorities, provision of advice to second-tier authorities from a first tier authority, use of commercial 

providers, and in London the advice is provided by English Heritage. Elsewhere in the UK the obvious 

alternative model is the system in Wales where archaeological advice is provided to local authorities by the 

four regional Welsh Archaeological Trusts with some core funding provided by Cadw. This ensures a more 

stable and appropriately resourced approach, but there are issues of perceived independence as the Trusts 

are also contractors bidding for development management related work. There are also perceived issues of 

democratic accountability as the services are provided outwith the local authorities, however this does not 

appear to have any significant impact on the public benefit delivered. In Northern Ireland the advice to 

local authorities is provided centrally via the Northern Ireland Environment Agency, however this is 

realistically only feasible due to the smaller scale of the geographical area covered. 

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

There is an important opportunity with the creation of Historic England in 2015 to consider a national 

approach, delivered locally, to enhance the heritage protection systems currently in use. Consideration 

should be given in drafting the corporate plan for Historic England to include collaborative working with 

partners on a regional and/or sub-regional scale, where appropriate, to ensure that local authorities 

continue to have access to appropriate professional advice in relation to the historic environment. We 

expand on this option in our answer to question 7. 

 

5. How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

Maritime archaeology is a specialist field with particular issues that need to be considered in relation to 

marine planning and the protection of underwater cultural heritage, which differ to the terrestrial system 

based on the Town & Country Planning Act. Currently the approach to the investigation and protection of 

maritime archaeological heritage in the marine zone is covered by English Heritage and below the low 

water mark there is no role for local authorities. 

The CBA is working with partners including Museum of London Archaeology (MOLA) and the Nautical 

Archaeology Society to put in place a network of local groups who can monitor the coastline, particularly in 

the intertidal zone, to identify archaeological sites and report them appropriately. This will build on the 

successful Thames Discovery Project, and the work of the Portable Antiquities Scheme which encourages 

the reporting of finds and aims to transfer information to HERs. A programme of public education is 

needed, particularly with current levels of coastal erosion and storm damage uncovering new sites, to 

encourage anyone who finds archaeological material to report it to the appropriate authorities. 
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Outside the intertidal zone, out to the 12nm limit, a more regional approach to the provision of 

archaeological advice to appropriate marine authorities might be appropriate, if it was adequately 

resourced, with the involvement of Historic England. 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

The standards rightly focus on the key principals for delivery of a professional advisory service to local 

authorities. The mechanisms for delivery can vary, but must deliver the defined level of professional 

service. There is a perception, held by developers and their agents and consultants, that there is an 

inconsistent approach between different authorities across England, with some requiring more 

intervention in advance of development and more rigorous approaches to required mitigation. ALGAO and 

the IfA both have a potential role to play in working with colleagues in archaeological advisory services to 

ensure that a proportionate and consistent approach is being adopted across the country. 

Updated benchmarks are needed for HERs which focus on outcomes, as much as on inputs. 

A key issue for consideration is not necessarily professional oversight of standards of archaeological work, 

but oversight of the work of local planning authorities by the Government to ensure that they are working 

in line with the NPPF and providing adequate resources to enable professional archaeological staff to 

provide advice in line with sector-produced professional standards and Government planning policy. 

 

Your recommendation: 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice? 

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

b. If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

The status quo has generally worked well in recent years, but there are areas where significant 

improvements could be made. Historic Environment Records, generally poorly funded, could play a much 

greater part as a robust evidence base better revealing the significance of the historic environment and 

delivering substantially enhanced public benefits. Good examples are Heritage Connect Lincoln, 

http://www.heritageconnectlincoln.com/ and Bristol’s Know Your Place, 

http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/planning-and-building-regulations/know-your-place. 

Decreasing resources are also having an impact, e.g. in monitoring compliance with planning requirements, 

including conditions applied on behalf of planning authorities, particularly in relation to on-site work of 

contractors, the production of timely reports and publications and the appropriate deposition of 

archaeological archives. The last two are of particular concern as they directly relate to the provision of 

public benefit. 

We recognise that the perceived non-statutory nature of the advisory services – although they are a key 

part of the NPPF which local planning authorities have to follow – has left them vulnerable to financial 

cuts, and the status quo is unlikely to be tenable in the future. A key positive move would be for 

Government to ensure a clearer statutory basis for HERs and the services that sustain them, as was 

envisaged through the Heritage Protection Bill. The CBA strongly supports moves to provide a statutory 
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basis for archaeological advisory services and the HER, and we are encouraged that this approach is being 

openly discussed in Wales linked with the forthcoming Heritage Bill. 

In the difficult circumstances anticipated in the future, we suggest that, where appropriate, advisory 

services should be aggregated together at a more regional level, with appropriate ring fenced funding 

provided by local planning authorities, central government (through Historic England) and developers 

(perhaps through the Community Infrastructure Levy). We also suggest that these regional services could 

bring together archaeological advisors and conservation officers in a single historic environment service. In 

these circumstances, Historic England should consider whether it would be feasible to deliver its own 

planning advice through these area advisory services, which could also include education and outreach 

functions potentially tied in with area research centres, supporting other specialists, for instance pottery 

specialists who may operate on a more commercial level. They could also provide much needed access to 

the physical archives of archaeological research. 

The public benefits of such an approach are clear and we believe that this will result in a more coherent 

and consistent approach to management of the historic environment, a better resourced and managed 

evidence base (the HER), and importantly, a more cost effective service through amalgamation of 

specialisms (saving on administration and management of the HER as examples). 

These options are unlikely to be appropriate (or needed) in every part of the country and existing county or 

shared services may continue to operate to an appropriate standard in some areas for archaeology. 

Historic England should be active in engaging in dialogue with local authorities, and perhaps offering 

targeted transitional funding support to move to new regional or sub-regional groupings where this is 

thought to be desirable and practical, based on the delivery of professional standards and benchmarks. 

 

Broader collaboration: 

The inquiry is keen to hear how others could contribute to improving or maintaining existing levels of 

service. 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection? 

There is considerable local interest and enthusiasm for archaeology across the country. Many local 

societies and community groups play an active role in archaeological research, and increasingly groups are 

becoming more involved in stewardship of the historic environment. The CBA will shortly be launching a 

Local Heritage Engagement Network (http://new.archaeologyuk.org/local-heritage-engagement-network) 

– funded for four years by the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation – to encourage groups and individuals to get 

more involved in engaging with their archaeological heritage. A key role for the Network is to encourage 

more groups to become advocates for local authority archaeology services – as the voice of local voters is 

particularly important when tough decisions about funding priorities have to be made. Local elected 

councillors and senior council staff are not always well informed about the key role of archaeological 

advisors, and third-sector organisations can play an important in spreading awareness of their value, 

looking out for situations where they are particularly important, e.g. in relation to proposed developments 

in areas of known archaeological sensitivity, and also supporting the expert staff through voluntary work, 

where appropriate. 
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The CBA does not believe that there is any role for third-sector organisations to replace professional 

specialist staff who advise local authorities, even when they have relevant skills and experience amongst 

their members. This is fully in line with the IfA’s policy statement on the use of volunteers and students on 

archaeological projects (http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/IfA-Policy-

Statements-rev-Aug-13.pdf) which we fully support. 

There is a role for the national amenity societies who already routinely undertake listed building casework 

and advise local authority conservation officers, and in some cases could expand their advice to cover 

other aspects of heritage protection in a cost-effective manner. The CBA has pressed English Heritage to 

consider delegating approval of Scheduled Monument Consent applications to local authorities, with open 

access to this currently closed process given to the national amenity societies and appropriate local groups. 

This would work well within the framework we outline in answer to question 7 above, with continuing 

Historic England involvement in a more open process. With appropriate additional funding, the CBA is also 

well-placed to expand its operations regionally and locally to facilitate increased engagement with the 

planning process at a more strategic level, eg to ensure that appropriate policies are included in local plans, 

neighbourhood plans, etc and that key archaeological sites and other heritage assets are included on local 

lists, as advised in the NPPF, to give them added protection. 

We would welcome the opportunity to give oral evidence to the inquiry to expand on the matters 

referenced in this written evidence. 

 

Dr Mike Heyworth MBE 

Director 

director@archaeologyuk.org 13 February 2014 
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3. Country Land and Business Association 

____________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION 

0.1. The CLA’s c.35,000 members collectively manage half of the rural land of England and Wales, and a 

much higher proportion of rural archaeology (some also have urban holdings). They are thus 

responsible for the care of vast amounts of archaeology, designated or not, from standing ruins 

through barrows and hillforts to ridge and furrow, sometimes through agri-environment schemes. 

They also often become involved with archaeological investigation, because many planning 

applications require this under the system established by PPG16 (now the NPPF) after 1989. 

0.2 The CLA is by far the biggest stakeholder organisation of managers/owners of archaeology, and thus a 

key stakeholder in this field. 

0.3 Our members generally are friendly to archaeology, look after it even though the financial benefits of 

doing so are usually negative, and support the PPG16 system (though subject to the very important 

proportionality point made in 1.2 et seq. below). 

0.4 The CLA has no special expertise in the field of archaeological service provision.  We have consulted 

internally on this consultation. 

 

Local authority heritage services 

0.5 Before we respond further, it is very important to point out that, while as below we are certainly 

concerned about local authority archaeological service provision, we are considerably more concerned 

about building (and area) conservation services in local authorities. The problem there is very much 

more serious, for several reasons: 

 Interventions in all types of heritage require expertise.  But buildings, in general, have much higher 

maintenance costs than archaeology.  Archaeology can often be left unused and largely untouched, 

but a building without a use is almost always at risk.  Use requires substantial maintenance, and 

nearly always requires episodes of minor and sometimes major change.  Ensuring that these are 

sympathetic requires expertise. The care of buildings, on average, thus tends to require significantly 

more expert resource over time than archaeology. 

 

 For archaeology, moreover, much of the expert resource is handled and paid for by the private 

sector under the PPG16 system, and the state’s role in planning is primarily supervisory, and 

assisted by IfA/ALGAO etc standards and guidance.  For buildings, in contrast, there is a continuing 

assumption, still strongly encouraged by the heritage protection system, that protecting the 

significance of historic buildings is primarily the role of the state, via local authorities and EH, and 

that the applicant therefore does not really need to employ expertise because that will be provided 

by the state. 

 

 For both these reasons one would expect to see a proportionately higher local authority resourcing 

level for buildings and areas than for archaeology. 
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 In reality, however, resource levels for buildings and areas even say 10-15 years ago were 

proportionately lower, not higher.  Since then, moreover, building conservation resourcing has 

been cut twice as fast (33% since 2006, on EH/ALGAO/IHBC figures) as archaeological resourcing 

(18% since 2006). 

 

 It is all too clear that governments of all kinds are not willing to resource the current system. 

Without substantive change, it will progressively collapse. 

 

 There are solutions to these problems, though these are obviously outside the scope of this 

consultation.  The key point here is that there is actually a much greater need to identify the fast-

growing problems with local authority building conservation resourcing, and to identify credible 

solutions, than for archaeological resourcing.  This should be done as a matter of urgency. 

 

THE EXISTING MODELS FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT ARCHAEOLOGY SERVICES 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards? 

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

c. What trends have you identified? 

Please give examples where possible. 

1.1 The CLA does not have the expertise to answer these questions in any comprehensive way. We do 

think there is a resourcing problem, and that this is leading to negative consequences of the kind set 

out in Q2, but others will be able to provide better evidence of the problem and its distribution. 

Proportionality 

1.2 Our main concern otherwise with the existing model is with proportionality, ie with the imposition on 

the ground of disproportionate investigation and recording requirements. 

1.3   As above we have no issue with proportionate investigation and recording requirements. 

Proportionality is certainly covered in the NPPF (“The level of detail should be proportionate to the 

assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal 

on their significance”, para 128), and in IfA/ALGAO etc standards and guidance, and in CLG 

development management guidance. 

1.4 Disproportionality however is a significant problem in practice, especially for smaller- scale 

developments.  Many applicants believe they are being asked to undertake and fund excessive or 

unjustified investigation and recording.  There seem to be several problems: 

(a) The view (potentially correct in principle) that archaeological interest could lie “anywhere”.  

Combined with the view that it is of great public interest, this leads on to a belief that 

investigation and recording can by definition hardly ever be disproportionate, and that 

comprehensive investigation and recording are always justified whether or not there is any 

substantive evidence that anything significant would be found. 
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(b) Almost everyone involved in the process other than the applicant usually regards investigation and 

recording as desirable per se, and more investigation and recording as more desirable than less. 

(c) Those who are or will be actually carrying out the work have (or are thought to have) a particular 

commercial motive to widen its scope, and to add further phases and expensive watching briefs. 

(d) In some cases applicants gain the impression that they are less likely to achieve a successful 

application and discharge of conditions unless they use particular consultants favoured by the 

local authority. 

(e)   A belief in some cases that “development” is always very profitable and that taking away some of 

the profits in archaeological benefits is always in the public interest. This can be a particular issue 

where – as is often the case with rural development, or development involving built heritage – the 

proposals are not profitable. 

(f)   Overall, the system can be perceived as a ‘make-work’ scheme for archaeologists, in which much 

of the work done is pointless because little of significance is found, the cost to those who are 

actually paying is not seen as relevant at all, everyone else is keen to spend the applicant’s money, 

the applicant is over a barrel because if he does not agree he cannot get or implement the 

consent, and the consultancy firm together with the local authority act as judge, jury, and 

executioner. 

1.5 We are not of course suggesting that these charges are always fair.  But they are not always baseless, 

and care needs to be taken to ensure that they do not gain traction and bring the whole system into 

question.  There are three key solutions: 

(i)  To toughen the wording throughout the policy and guidance. The words “should be 

proportionate…” are not sufficient; the detailed guidance needs to be changed round so it takes 

an “only some/a handful of sites require…” approach. There needs to be good reason to require 

investigation, essentially (a) that it is probable that archaeological evidence will be found of 

sufficient significance to warrant the cost of investigation and recording, and also (b) that the 

work is justified in the light of the actual potential archaeological impacts of the development. 

(ii)   Guidance and training need to ensure that local authority staff are aware of this issue and are 

tasked specifically with ensuring that investigation and recording are always proportionate. 

(iii)  These, however, are definitely not enough.  As we have repeatedly suggested to CLG in this and 

other contexts, it is essential that a simple and inexpensive alternative disputes resolution 

process is put in place so that the applicant can go to an IfA-accredited independent expert who 

can decide, based on the details of the proposal (which can now easily be made available 

anywhere over the internet) and the guidance, whether the investigation/recording requirement 

is reasonable.  The mere existence of such a system would immediately reduce the problem, and 

the perception of the problem. 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? 

The inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

 loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

 loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums 

 increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

 failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 
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 loss of essential archaeological skills 

2.1     See Q1, especially as to proportionality. 

 

ALTERNATIVE MODELS FOR PROVIDING PLANNING ADVICE 

The inquiry will consider other models for the provision of archaeological advice to local authorities, 

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention? 

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

3.1 It is important to note as in 0.5 above that archaeology protection in the planning process has been 

semi-privatised, in the sense that most of the work of specification, investigating, and recording is 

carried out by private (or third) sector experts, following standards set out by professional bodies, and 

the role of local authorities is primarily supervisory, ie ensuring that the work is identified and carried 

out to acceptable standards.  (The main exceptions are work related to the local plan, and the running 

of HERs). The effective working of this system relies on several factors: 

(a)     It is obviously important that local authorities have the resources required to fulfil this 

supervisory role, to cover the rest of the workload, and to enforce where this is in the public 

interest.  If they do not (as is certainly already the case with building conservation services) there 

is a problem. While an obvious solution might be to recruit more archaeologists, this is 

inconceivable as a solution for the foreseeable future. 

(b)     We do think that other models can help to deal with this problem.  In particular, merging 

archaeological services can bring economies of scale, and would create larger teams in which a 

senior person can deal with the most complex cases and less-skilled people with the rest. This 

should create critical mass, a greater consistency of approach, backup if someone is ill or leaves, 

and a career structure, all important advantages. But it is important to consider whether this 

would be a sufficient solution (it would certainly not be a sufficient solution for building 

conservation services). 

(c)      A national online map-based database showing all identified heritage assets would help 

applicants and others to assess whether archaeological interest might be present in a particular 

site.  Such a system is of course partly in place, but it needs to be brought together.  

(d)     We would like to see greater use of accreditation. This raises a number of issues, and must be 

done by encouragement not compulsion, but it should be a medium- term aim 

(e)     Proportionality is vital (see 1.2 et seq above) 

 

4.     What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

4.1 As we have said in the CLA response to the DCMS consultation on the EH New Model, we do not think 

the currently-proposed model for Historic England is workable. We think it very important that the 

new Historic England gets together with its key stakeholders as soon as possible to analyse the rapidly-

changing landscape of heritage protection, decide where the greatest problems now lie, and to decide 

what should be done to address these. 
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5.    How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

5.1     No comment. 

 

6.    Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

6.1 Again this is not an area of CLA expertise, but the standards may need some amendment.  Our main 

concern once again is the proportionality issue (see 1.2 et seq above). 

 

YOUR RECOMMENDATION 

7.      What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice? 

a.      Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

b.    If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

7.1     To summarise the points made above, we would recommend: 

(i)  Building proportionality properly into the system (see 1.2-1.4 above, and the solutions in 1.5). 

(ii) Mergers of local authority archaeological services (see 3.1). (iii) Better online information (see 3.2). 

(iv) Greater use of accreditation (see 3.1). 

(v) There is an urgent need to find solutions to the problem of grossly-inadequate local authority 

resourcing for non-archaeological heritage (see 0.5).  

 

BROADER COLLABORATION 

The inquiry is keen to hear how others could contribute to improving or maintaining existing levels of 

service. 

8.   In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection? 

8.1 This may well be a way of bringing in additional resource, including into investigation and recording.  

Because of the potential for conflicts of interest, it is important that actual decisions in the planning 

process, or in relation to agri-environment schemes, etc., are taken by local authorities, EH, planning 

inspectors etc., as appropriate. 

 

Country Land & Business Association  

Jonathan Thompson, heritage adviser  

jonathan.thompson@cla.org.uk 
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14 February 2014 

4. English Heritage 

____________________________________________________ 

 

The response is submitted by English Heritage to the DCMS Future of Local Government Archaeology 

Services Review in England. 

 

Background: 

 

English Heritage (EH) is the government’s statutory adviser on the historic environment in England. EH has 

invested heavily in the current system of local authority (LA) historic environment advisers since at least 

the mid-1980s. The current arrangements therefore represent a major investment of public resources over 

three decades.  We are greatly concerned that due to unprecedented pressures on public spending, this 

long-term investment is at risk. 

 

EH has the capacity to deal with casework relating to scheduled monuments and the most highly-graded 

listed buildings, yet these represent only a small proportion of the historic environment. We therefore 

remain committed to the provision of historic environment advice which is local, and evidence-based by a 

Historic Environment Record (HER).  

 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different types to 

be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards?  

 

The established model has proved broadly successful in supplying high quality, professional advice.  

However, there is a wide variation in LA archaeological services which have been built up to different levels 

and standards across the country over the last few decades. EH is working in partnership to deliver a 

programme of continuous improvement, focussing on building capacity in existing weak spots; building the 

capacity of services to respond to the rural development (as well as the land-use-planning) agenda; and 

improving data standards and the inter-operability of records. However, since 2003 these services have 

seen a continuing reduction in terms of numbers, seniority and critical mass.  

 

The table in Annex A sets out the national picture since 2003. Numbers of archaeological officers have 

fallen consistently over the period, though that fall (4%) is less than the reduction in all local authority staff 

over the same period (11% - source: Office of National Statistics). This 4% fall hides a mixed picture – some 

authorities and areas have lost many more staff than others. It should also be noted that these numbers do 

not tell the whole story, as they include fixed-term, project-related contracts. What is of real concern is the 

situation developing in parts of the country where there is now little or no access to expert archaeological 

advice.  

 

The decline in specialist historic environment advice is greater within building conservation services, with 

levels of advice falling by 18% since 2003, and we would urge your Report to government to consider this 
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wider context. EH fully supports the wider historic environment service provision, but the slowly improving 

picture of integration and shared expertise seen in the past few years seems to have mostly halted. Recent 

figures for the whole sector can be found here: 

 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/fifth-report-la-staff-resources/ 

 

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

 

Yes. As referenced above, there is significant concern that some Las are acting without adequate 

archaeological advice. For example, the Merseyside Archaeological Advisory Service incorporating the HER 

ceased operations in 2011, and while a project is being supported by EH to establish a sustainable HER 

service within the Merseyside Environmental Advisory Service, EH does not have the resources to plug 

similar emerging gaps in the system. Additionally, Historic England (HE) will not have the resources to make 

this kind of intervention routinely either. 

 

Elsewhere, there are a number of LAs where there is a single or part-time post, where post-holders are 

very stretched. 

 

Many LAs are being reduced to the level where they find it difficult to meaningfully advise on planning 

applications or maintain and update the HER. Small and temporary gaps in service are now becoming 

larger and more permanent, including in areas that are nationally renowned for heritage (e.g. Chester). 

 

We are aware from the 2012 Content and Computing Survey that 3% of HERs have no staff and 34% have 

less than 1 FTE. We believe there is no HER officer in post in South Yorkshire, and the operational 

arrangements for the Merseyside HER have been compromised in recent years.  

 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological advice, 

or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

 

Yes (see also above). An increasing number of LAs are reviewing their archaeological advisory services due 

to the pressures of reduced resources. 

  

Initial indications suggest that in many of the current reviews, the recommendations will be to severely 

reduce the service, although one recent review (Tyne and Wear) concluded that the Shared Service Model 

was the most cost effective way of providing archaeological advice to the area.  Contrary to this conclusion, 

we are also aware of ongoing reviews where some smaller LAs are likely to stop paying the host authority 

for a shared service, risking both the agreement, and sometimes the viability of the host service. 

 

c. What trends have you identified? 

 

Currently, some LA archaeology teams appear to be at or near crisis point.  Maintaining the HER is also a 

problem for many, where cuts mean that there is not enough time to put new data onto the HER, nor 

adequately respond to enquiries for data (e.g. from contractors employed by developers). 

 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/fifth-report-la-staff-resources/
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Archaeological and related services have been part of the recent trend towards services being shared 

between LAs e.g. Camden and Islington sharing senior management functions; West Devon and South 

Hams sharing conservation services.  

 

We are aware that archaeological advice is now being targeted for review and possible reductions. That 

said, there is some indication that some LAs recognise that they cannot do without archaeological advice 

altogether. A variety of models are emerging (see Annex B) but there is a need to better understand the 

impact of these different models on the quality of services. 

 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? The 

inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

 loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

 loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums 

 increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

 failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 

 loss of essential archaeological skills 

 

Without adequate provision of archaeological advice, the consequences could include: 

 

 the likelihood that significant archaeological remains will be lost, and this loss not being recognised 

(much of England’s archaeological resource is below-ground, largely invisible and largely 

unrecorded). 

 delays and uncertainty if archaeological remains are unexpectedly discovered during construction, 

resulting in potential for additional costs and delays for developers.  

 Lack of/ inappropriate/ lack of monitoring of planning conditions leading to a loss of archaeology 

directly or indirectly through inadequate post-excavation and publication. 

 Lack of appropriate archaeological advice leading to additional costs e.g. for non-determination, or 

leading to legal challenges. 

 

Additionally, without continued investment and succession planning in archaeological services, knowledge 

and best practices will be hard to replace.  

 

HERs not being appropriately resourced and managed leads to a reduction in their quality and accuracy. 

This can lead to inaccurate assessments of archaeological significance, potential and sensitivity. The 

following groups could be affected: 

 

 communities, researchers and the public (in understanding and appreciating their historic 

environment). 

 developers/decision makers (in meeting legal requirements for e.g. planning, NSIPs, SEA, EIAs). 

  Natural England  (agri-environment schemes; enhancing rural historic environments) 

 HLF and other grant-funded projects (when considering priorities) 
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Opportunities to be proactive for the historic environment, including working with local communities; 

educational opportunities; opportunities for positive management at H@R sites  http://www.english-

heritage.org.uk/caring/heritage-at-risk/ 

will be reduced with the decline in archaeological cover in LAs. 

 

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention? 

 

Other parts of the country operate differently, with Wales and Scotland taking a different approach to 

England.  

 

Wales operates a system whereby it funds its HERs through regional archaeological trusts.  However, Cadw 

is significantly better funded than EH in terms of the respective populations of England and Wales, and we 

calculate that the pro-rata cost of government directly funding HERs in England (based on the respective 

numbers of local authority HERs) could be in the region of £20M/ year and therefore unsustainable. We 

also have concerns about the potential of a system that conflates the roles of advisory services and 

contractors.    

 

The more centralised approach adopted in Scotland also benefits from the significantly higher levels of 

funding for Historic Scotland (on a population per capita basis) than EH, and is therefore unlikely to be 

possible in England. 

 

Given these differences in national funding - and assuming this is unlikely to change in England - we 

consider that a system that continues to be based on LA funding is critically important.  The emphasis 

should be on a LA-funded system that is cost effective and sustainable in the long term. There are a 

number of models which might be effective in England, set out in Annex B. We recognise that a ‘one size 

fits all’ model may not be appropriate to meet the needs of all areas – however, the pooling and sharing of 

resources is a model which experience shows to have great potential.   It is suggested that archaeological 

advice services should be provided so that they meet the following principles:  

 

o Maintains a critical mass of expertise and includes appropriate skills managing the HER, giving 

archaeological planning advice, rural archaeological advice, and with seniority to enable 

professional leadership and managerial engagement on strategic issues.   

 

o Provides certainty for developers and decision-makers, by advising on archaeological significance 

and potential.  

 

o Provides geographical coverage, high quality advice, local knowledge, and reflects local 

circumstances. 

 

o Complies with legal requirements, professional standards and best practices. 

 

o Delivers in a manner that is cost effective, timely, appropriate and accessible to all. 

 

o Allows for flexibility in generating income/charging . 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/caring/heritage-at-risk/
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/caring/heritage-at-risk/
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o A public-facing service, where information gained is disseminated and used to inform future 

management of the historic environment.  

 

o It should bring together historic building conservation services and archaeological services (a) to 

achieve further economies of scale and (b) to match current understanding of best practice in 

historic environment advice. 

 

More work is needed on better understanding the strengths and weaknesses of different models of 

service, and in which scenarios they work best. That would allow EH and the archaeological sector more 

widely, to better advise local government should it seek to reform services. 

 

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

 

See Annex B and above. 

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to create a 

national framework of heritage protection? 

 

Section 4.13 of the DCMS EH New Model Consultation, Dec 2013, 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/263943/1291-

B_English_Heritage_Accessible__1_.pdf 

 

sets out that Government and the Commission believe there is a role for HE, working in partnership with 

others, to review local heritage services and to develop recommendations to ensure that the best possible 

use of the resources available can be made, so that England’s heritage can continue to make an important 

contribution to our quality of life. 

 

HE should make clear to Government that the adequate protection of England’s historic environment 

depends on the identification of sustainable ways of maintaining the provision of LA archaeological 

services.  HE should seek to achieve that end by: 

 

a)  Ensuring that there continues to be an activity focusing on enhancing the capabilities of HERs and 

local government services more widely in National Heritage Protection Plan 2.  

 

b) Continuing to assist in the development of benchmarks for HERs, and continue to support the HER 

audit programme, open to all 87 English HERs. (It is worth noting that recent consultation shows 

that HERs are increasingly finding it difficult to meet the staff time and resources required to 

undertake an audit). 

 

c) Continuing to assess where there are capacity and skills issues within local government and work in 

partnership with authorities in responding to issues as they arise. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/263943/1291-B_English_Heritage_Accessible__1_.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/263943/1291-B_English_Heritage_Accessible__1_.pdf
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d) Continuing to support the Heritage Gateway website as a portal to data held by local HERs.  

 

http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/gateway/ 

 

e) Continuing the Information Access Strategy, which is an initiative to secure an improved and more 

cost effective approach to handling digital heritage data by EH and its partners, to create a single 

digital and shared national heritage record with the potential to deliver economies of scale for LAs 

and HE. 

 

f)  Continuing to provide guidance on all aspects of the historic environment, including the production 

of planning guidance.  

 

g) Many museum archives, including those run by LAs, are at or near capacity and some are currently 

unable to accept any more archaeological material due to a lack of storage space/ resources. EH 

and the proposed HE can play a role with LA archaeologists in formulating retention and sampling 

policies for archaeological material, and influencing museum archiving issues. 

 

h) Finally, guidance and training should continue to be part of the capacity-building activities of HE, 

including that of the wider sector. 

 

5. How well do/ could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 12NM 

limit? 

 

There are legal limitations on the role of LAs in relation to the 12 NM limit: 

 

 LAs do not have seabed planning responsibilities out to 12NM limit of the English area of the UK 

Territorial Sea. 

 The MMO is the Marine Planning Authority within and beyond 12NM. 

 All designation within the marine environment is under national legislation primarily the Protection 

of Wrecks Act 1973 (access subject to licence granted by the DCMS). 

 

Terrestrial LAs have no statutory basis for maintaining a HER outwith of land planning boundaries,  which 

by convention are spatially limited to Mean Low Water mark on the open coast and within tidal estuaries. 

We recommend that the MMO should support the maintenance and development, by EH, of the national 

record for the historic environment for the entire English marine planning area (inshore and offshore – 

beyond 12NM). 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

 

We have worked closely with the sector to develop national standards and guidance that support 

consistent approaches to the management of, and access to, historic environment data and information, 

e.g. MIDAS Heritage.  

 

http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/gateway/
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http://fishforum.weebly.com/midas-heritage-standard.html 

 

We recommend that national data standards are implemented to ensure good practice and consistency in 

the management of data and information, irrespective of the model of service provision. 

 

Current best practice and professional standards commit archaeologists to working in certain ways. For 

example, the IFA code of conduct, other by-laws, standards and guidance are binding on all accredited 

corporate members, and emphasize the duty to adhere to high professional and ethical standards. 

Archaeologists, both in both curatorial and contracting roles, need to adhere to appropriately high 

professional standards. 

 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice?  

 

LA historic environment services are discretionary, rather than statutory. The economic downturn has put 

pressure on all discretionary services. The Local Government Association has suggested that by 2019, as a 

result of necessary savings and the rising cost of social care, many LAs will find it difficult/ impossible to 

support discretionary services: 

 

http://www.local.gov.uk/publications/-/journal_content/56/10180/3626323/PUBLICATION 

 

A key question, therefore, is what is likely to happen to such services going forward? 

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

 

Given the future projections for LA funding in the short to medium term, we do not consider the current 

situation can or will continue unchanged. In terms of what replaces it, we are not convinced that a single 

national model is deliverable or appropriate, given the local differences which exist at present. Instead, we 

consider that the most sustainable solutions will be devised locally, and there will be a diversity of 

approach. We have suggested some general principals which need to be met – see Question 3 above, and 

would welcome the opportunity to work with LAs as they seek to identify new and sustainable models of 

service. 

 

b. If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

 

See Question 3 above for general principals. Locally-appropriate models should be chosen, although the 

review might consider what incentives could encourage such new arrangements so that they happen more 

quickly, before services and skilled people are lost. 

 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection?  

 

It is not inconceivable that a Shared Service Model could be delivered through private or third sector 

providers, funded by LAs.  There is, however, some evidence that recent market testing of LA services has 

demonstrated that they are more cost-effective than private provision, and some early adoption of private 

provision in the 1990’s was not deemed to have been successful. Recent work undertaken by EH also 

http://fishforum.weebly.com/midas-heritage-standard.html
http://www.local.gov.uk/publications/-/journal_content/56/10180/3626323/PUBLICATION
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suggested that local stakeholders preferred LA-sourced advice (http://www.helm.org.uk/managing-and-

protecting/delivering-heritage-advice/helac/). 

 

More generally, the most imaginative archaeological services have been harnessing the third-sector 

organisations and volunteers for many years. For example, in the early 1980s, the Buckinghamshire 

Archaeological Service was using volunteers to enhance its SMR (these days HER) which added 

approximately 2.0 FTE to the staffing complement. Current examples of current community/volunteer 

projects include the Bristol Historic Web Map (Know Your Place) which succeeded in encouraging greater 

community interaction with archives and records, particularly in terms of informing neighbourhood 

planning exercises. The Historic Buildings of Worcestershire Project provided a comprehensive and 

consistent record of all surviving historic buildings in Worcestershire and involved Worcestershire County 

Council staff and volunteers. The Heritage Asset Information Management in Kent Project led to the 

establishment of a system whereby errors or omissions in designated data were passed to the HER for 

reporting to EH. In Boston, Lincolnshire County Council funded a community dig in the Market Place in 

partnership with the HLF, in advance of implementing a public realm scheme which produced significant 

archaeological and public benefits. 

 

Not all tasks will be appropriate for third-sector organisations or volunteers. For example, it would be 

unlikely that they could give formal planning advice. In general, we support third party involvement in 

archaeology, although evidence shows that supporting third sector involvement is not a cost-free exercise 

and does not negate the need for qualified archaeologists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Written and compiled by Amanda Chadburn, English Heritage Government Advice Team, Feb 2014. 
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Annex A: Local Authority Staff working on Archaeology in England. 

 

Key 

Green: Highest figures 

Blue:  Lowest figures 

         

 Local Authority Staff working on Archaeology   

 2003 2006 2008 2010 2011 2012 2013 
% change 

since 2003 

North East 19.5 15.5 18.2 17.8 15.3 18.0 15.4 21% down 

North West 24.0 31.0 34.0 33.0 19.0 21.1 20.5 15% down 

Yorkshire 

and the 

Humber 

29.0 41.3 33.5 31.5 30.5 31.2 34.2 17% up 

West 

Midlands 
43.3 50.1 49.3 47.9 46.4 45.1 41.5 4% down 

East 

Midlands 
44.5 47.1 48.0 47.7 40.1 40.2 38.8 13% down 

East of 

England 
46.7 66.0 63.4 60.1 57.6 63.0 62.6 34% up 

London 10.0 15.0 12.0 11.0 11.0 8.8 9.5 5% down 

South East 60.3 62.2 58.1 67.6 65.1 53.5 52.6 13% down 

South West 69.2 79.0 84.6 68.8 66.2 61.0 57.1 17% down 

England 346.4 407.2 401.1 385.3 351.1 341.8 332.01 4% down 
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Annex B: Emerging Models 

 

Model types Advantages Disadvantages 

Reduced Local 

Authority 

Archaeology Service 

 

Provides some form of service; 

subject to the practitioners 

experience and knowledge of the 

area covered. 

Effectiveness reduced, particularly if 

seniority reduced as well as numbers 

below critical mass. 

Singleton post Provides some form of service; 

subject to the practitioners 

experience and knowledge of the 

area covered. 

Unlikely to effectively deliver on all 

aspects of a good archaeological 

service e.g. manage HER, give advice, 

and undertake proactive work. 

Isolation, lack of colleagues to consult 

Shared/Service Level 

Agreement Local 

Authority service 

Preserves a level of service and may 

be economical.  Provides a well-

defined and authoritative locus for 

advice 

Hard to meet all needs unless 

adequately staffed.  

Local Authority 

service merged with 

other disciplines/ 

professions 

Survives as more than isolated post. 

Some cross-benefits from e.g. 

natural environment or museum 

colleagues. Positive benefits to 

merging with Building Conservation. 

Advice may be lost within the range of 

other expert advice.  

GLAAS model Impartial advice; critical mass; 

transcends local political boundaries. 

EH inherited this responsibility from 

previous administrative arrangements, 

which it did not elsewhere in England. 

Income generation/ 

charging 

Potential for (guaranteed) income 

e.g. agreements with key 

developers; FEPs. Opportunity for 

further re-investment in the service.  

Influence work priorities; need to 

ensure objectivity in advice.  

Externalised Trust Subject to its funding arrangements 

– relationship with local authority 

retained, yet opportunity to 

seek/develop business elsewhere. 

Hard to meet all needs unless 

adequately staffed. At risk of partners 

ceasing to fund. 

Consultant 

contracted 

Subject to contract details - can be 

sound. 

May lack local knowledge; driven by 

cost pressures/targets which could 

undermine quality. May increase 

costs. 
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5. Federation of Archaeological Managers and Employers 

____________________________________________________ 

 

Response of the Federation of Archaeological Managers and Employers 

The Federation of Archaeological Managers and Employers (FAME) represents around 50 small and 

medium-sized enterprises providing archaeological advice and specialist services to commercial clients and 

developers throughout the UK. Our members employ around 2,500 archaeological staff, and include 

commercial consultancies, local authorities, university departments and charitable trusts. 

The vast majority of our members’ income derives from archaeological work delivered through the 

planning and development process and they represent the principal commercial users of Historic 

Environment Records and the development management advice provided by local government 

archaeology services. We therefore very much welcome the opportunity to comment on their future. 

 

The existing models for local government archaeology services 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different types 

to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards? 

Generally yes, although there is increasing evidence of variable standards and inconsistency of approach 

between different local authority services. The best services (Greater Manchester, Cheshire, Essex, for 

example) remain prompt, efficient and flexible, allowing proposed development to be managed in an 

efficient and sustainable manner. 

However in the face of budgetary cuts there has been a very noticeable decline in the standard of many 

services. This takes the form of slower response times, unavailable staff and ‘proforma’ advice, often allied 

to escalating charges. There is also a very inconsistent interpretation of government planning guidance 

between different, often neighbouring, local authorities – some flexible and pragmatic, others rigid and 

dogmatic. 

Such tendencies are only likely to be exacerbated by further reductions in resources, and this is of 

particular concern in view of the upturn in the economy and the increase in the number of planning 

applications coming forward. 

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

Several unitary councils in the West Midlands, Teesside and Essex are currently without archaeological 

advice, and Cumbria is currently without an HER service. Merseyside was without any service for a period 

of around 18 months, at unknown archaeological cost, though an HER post has recently been reinstated. 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 
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Virtually all local authorities in England are working with diminishing resources, though the situation is 

more critical in some areas than others. In the North West, for example, partial or total withdrawal of 

archaeological services is planned in Cheshire, Lancashire and Cumbria. In the North East, Middlesbrough 

and Redcar and Cleveland councils have withdrawn support from Tees Archaeology, and Gateshead 

Council is proposing to withdraw its funding from the Tyne and Wear Specialist Conservation Team. 

c. What trends have you identified? 

Our members receive fewer opportunities to tender for work in areas where the archaeology service is 

reduced or suspended. In some areas there is a tendency to provide a ‘passive response’ service rather 

than one which actively screens planning applications, with a consequent reduction in commercial 

opportunities for our members. In areas where there has been a hiatus in service provision (Merseyside for 

example), our members have had no prospects at all of winning work. 

The current emphasis on economic growth has been seen by some local authorities (Cheshire for example) 

as an opportunity to suspend any perceived ‘constraints’ on economic development, such as archaeology 

services. This is a fundamental misinterpretation of the objective of the NPPF, to promote sustainable 

growth. 

In areas where archaeology services have been provided through Service Level Agreements (SLAs), 

increasing pressure on budgets has led some partner authorities to withdraw their funding, leading to 

inadequate or incomplete archaeological coverage. 

The declining standards and escalating commercial charges of many local government archaeology services 

has been mentioned above. 

 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? The 

inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

 loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

This is of course difficult to assess, simply because such losses are unmonitored. However, the hiatus in 

service provision in both Northamptonshire and Merseyside is almost certain to have resulted in 

archaeological loss, particularly given the previous level of archaeological activity in both areas. The lack of 

resources in surviving services has also led to a concentration on known, rather than potential, 

archaeological assets, again almost certainly leading to archaeological loss. 

 loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums. 

The IfA Standard and guidance for archaeological advice by historic environment services states that this 

“must aim to benefit the public both now and in the future, through management and the advancement of 

understanding”. 

Our members fully embrace their role in promoting public engagement and participation in development-

led archaeology, and there are many successful examples of such participation adding huge value to 

development-led projects, for example York Archaeological Trust’s DIG Hungate and Oxford-Wessex 

Archaeology’s East Kent Access Road. 
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However, in many cases it is only possible to persuade commercial clients of the importance of such work 

when it is a specific requirement of the local planning authority. Where there is a reduced or suspended 

archaeology service, the opportunity for public engagement in development-led projects will either be 

curtailed or removed altogether. 

There is also evidence of reduced archaeological services leading to a decline in the level of monitoring 

during the post-excavation stages of development-led projects, leading in some cases to the premature 

discharge of planning conditions and the consequent non-publication of the results. This outcome benefits 

no one, least of all the public. 

FAME has also drawn attention in its survey of archaeological archives held by UK archaeological practices 

to the growing problem of completed archaeological archives which cannot be made publicly-accessible 

because there is no museum or store able or willing to accept them. This represents an archive of at least 

9,000 archaeological projects which remains inaccessible and therefore provides no public benefit. 

 increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

We are particularly concerned about the potential consequences for our commercial clients of the 

deterioration in the coverage and standard of local government archaeology services, especially so, as the 

economy begins to recover and the pace of proposed development quickens. 

Our clients depend upon the timely provision of clear and expert advice, to provide greater certainty 

before planning applications are determined, and to reduce the risk to them of costly delays and disruption 

should archaeological evidence come to light once planning consent has been granted and development is 

underway. 

Any erosion of the standard of local government archaeological advice has potentially costly implications 

for the development sector. One local authority service, for example, is now advising applicants to allow 16 

weeks between the issuing of a brief and the commencement of site works – a totally unacceptable and 

hugely expensive delay for the applicant and their development proposals. 

 failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 

We are unable to substantiate this, although the withdrawal of discretionary advice is an inevitable 

consequence of archaeological services being forced to restrict themselves to their core responsibilities. 

 loss of essential archaeological skills 

The IfA Standard and guidance for archaeological advice by historic environment services states that it 

must be provided by ‘suitably qualified, skilled and competent advisors’. 

Continuing skills gaps and shortages in the archaeological profession have been well documented since 

1997 in the quinquennial Profiling the Profession surveys, since 2008 in the joint IfA/FAME Job 

Losses/State of the Archaeological Market surveys, and since 1997 in the ALGAO staffing surveys. 

The diminishing resources of local government archaeology services, the increasing use of generic advisors 

to fill specialist roles, and the outsourcing of development management advice will inevitably lead to 

further skills gaps and shortages within local government, and this will in time of course be reflected in 

similar losses among practitioners. 
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Alternative models for providing planning advice 

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention? 

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

The brigading of local government archaeology services with, for example, building conservation, archives, 

museums or ecological services is already fairly widespread. It has been shown to provide short-term 

efficiencies, but can lead to unclear service objectives and does not appear likely to provide a financially 

sustainable model. 

Shared services (already commonplace with ‘back office’ local government functions like HR and legal 

services) might provide a more resilient model of multicounty archaeology services. However, like SLAs, 

they are unlikely to promote a strong sense of ownership, and would therefore be vulnerable. 

Outsourcing of archaeological advice to external providers has been tried in the past with mixed results. 

FAME members have a valuable and extensive skills base, which might be used to enhance local 

government archaeology services through call-off agreements, the commissioning of research projects, the 

management of HER services, outreach and education, and so on. Such arrangements can achieve financial 

economies, though they require careful management to avoid any potential conflicts of interest and still, of 

course, depend upon adequate funding streams. 

An alternative model is that of the archaeological or heritage trusts. The four Welsh archaeological trusts, 

Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust, Dyfed Archaeological Trust, Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust and 

Gwynedd Archaeological Trust were set up in the 1970s as independent limited companies with charitable 

status, to form a comprehensive network of archaeological organisations covering the whole of Wales. 

They maintain the HER, advise the constituent local authorities (for which they receive both local authority 

funding and core funding from Cadw), provide volunteering opportunities and undertake fieldwork and 

research through their commercial arms. 

A similar example in England is Heritage Lincolnshire, which advises three Lincolnshire districts, promotes 

public engagement through individual membership, and undertakes fieldwork and research through its 

commercial arm Archaeological Project Services. 

This model has proved highly successful in providing comprehensive and public-facing archaeology services 

over wide-ranging county or multicounty areas. The main disadvantage is a perceived conflict of interest 

between their advisory and contractual roles. This can be a contentious issue for their competitors, and 

requires the enforcement of strict protocols or codes of practice. 

A further model may be that of multicounty archaeological services, jointly provided by local government 

and English Heritage (or its proposed successor, Historic England). The current consultation on the English 

Heritage New Model provides an opportunity to review the relationship between national and local 

government archaeological advisors (4, below). 

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to create 

a national framework of heritage protection? 
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English Heritage has a tradition of promoting capacity building and partnership with local government 

archaeological services dating back to the 1970s, with the establishment of the first SMR officers. This was 

followed in the 1990s by the first development control officers, and subsequently by Extensive Urban 

Surveys, Historic Landscape Characterisation projects, Countryside Adviser posts, Urban Archaeological 

Databases, HER21, and so on. 

EH continues to provide strategic support to local government archaeology services through its highly-

regarded network of Regional Science Advisors, and also maintains the Greater London HER and provides 

archaeological advice to 31 London boroughs through the Greater London Archaeology Advisory Service. 

In our view the proposed EH New Model presents a rare opportunity to review fundamentally the 

relationship between archaeological services provided at local and national levels. There is a very strong 

complementarity between Historic England’s core roles of maintaining a national data archive and 

providing advice on the designated heritage, and those of local government to maintain Historic 

Environment Records and provide advice on the (largely) undesignated heritage. 

Placing Historic England at the centre of a national framework of heritage protection would enable it to 

underpin and scrutinise local advice and promote best practice, consistency and impartiality in its delivery, 

maintain data and performance standards for HERs, and take the lead in the achievement of regional and 

national research objectives. 

In the face of diminishing local government resources, there is now both a need and an opportunity to 

develop new models of collaborative working, service sharing and even the pooling of resources, between 

national and local archaeological services. Such models would require major cultural change at both 

national and local level, but would have the potential to harness the strengths of strategic perspective and 

national consistency with those of local knowledge, responsiveness and accessibility. 

However this would have to be matched by strong government support for the new body, to reverse the 

serious reduction in grant-in-aid suffered by English Heritage since 2010, and to equip Historic England for 

its new role at the centre of a national framework of heritage protection. 

 

5. How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

There is increasing pressure on the marine and maritime historic environment, through aggregate 

extraction, tidal management and offshore energy, as well as through environmental factors such as 

coastal erosion and sea level change. Expertise in the marine and maritime historic environment is rarely 

provided by local government, again providing an argument for closer partnership with Historic England. 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

The IfA Standard and guidance for archaeological advice by historic environment services states that this 

“must be clear, consistent, compliant, reasonable, timely, informed and impartial, and should be 

proportionate to a reasoned and clearly-documented assessment of known or potential significance”. 
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Whilst this is undeniable, we question whether it is currently being met in all respects and by all local 

government archaeological services. The current standards are necessarily generic and therefore less than 

effective as a measure of quality, and we believe that they need to be sufficiently detailed in matters of 

process, performance and accountability to allow more rigorous scrutiny and more consistent 

enforcement. 

It is of course essential that any charges for commercial users of a service are clearly linked to service 

performance. 

We believe that current sector-produced standards should be extended to national heritage agencies. 

We also believe that local government archaeological services should comply with external standards, for 

example the LGA/BPF 10 commitments for effective pre-application engagement. 

We would particularly welcome a statement from government reiterating its commitment to valuing the 

historic environment, and providing guidance to local authorities on the requirement for, and scope of, a 

basic historic environment service - which should consist at the very minimum of providing a publicly-

accessible and up-to-date HER maintained by qualified staff to nationally-agreed standards. 

 

Your recommendation: 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice? 

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

Ideally yes, with of course increased resources and improved standards of service closely allied to a 

national heritage protection framework. However in the current local government climate we do not 

believe the status quo can be sustained in the long term. 

b. If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

There is no universal model of service provision - different models will be suited to differing local 

circumstances. 

For the reasons given above (4), we would favour the establishment of properly-resourced and regulated 

HER/advisory teams, working at county or multicounty level in close partnership with, and supported by, 

Historic England. This might be a similar model to the HER/advisory services currently provided by the four 

Welsh Archaeological Trusts. 

 

Broader collaboration: 

The inquiry is keen to hear how others could contribute to improving or maintaining existing levels of 

service. 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection? 
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There is a long and distinguished tradition of voluntary engagement in archaeology, and in our view it is 

vital that this be maintained. The most successful examples of public engagement can add huge value to 

development-led projects (2, above) and work in close partnership with local government archaeology 

services. Successful examples include the Portable Antiquities Scheme, Cambridgeshire’s JIGSAW project, 

and Bristol City Council’s Know Your Place website, though there are many others. 

However, the essential ingredient of all such schemes is a small core of professional staff, able to motivate, 

mobilise and manage the work of their many volunteers. Without this, the opportunity for third sector 

engagement in archaeological work would be severely diminished. 
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6. The Heritage Alliance 

____________________________________________________ 

 

About the Heritage Alliance: 

The Heritage Alliance is a non-government organisation based in the UK.  

The Heritage Alliance is the largest coalition of heritage interests in England. Together its members own, 

manage and care for the vast majority of England’s historic environment. The Heritage Alliance represents 

93 Members – major national and regional non-Government organisations, which are in turn supported by 

over 6.3 million members, volunteers, Trustees and staff.  

Heritage Alliance Members range from specialist advisory bodies to national funding bodies and 

organisations leading regeneration and access projects. They represent academics, practitioners and 

managers, volunteers and owners. Their specialist knowledge and expertise across a huge range of issues – 

planning, funding and access – is a highly valuable national resource, much of which is contributed on a 

voluntary basis for public benefit.  

 

The Heritage Alliance response:  

The Alliance welcomes this Inquiry addressing the downward trend in the number of specialists providing 

advice to authorities in England, as has been amply demonstrated in a recent joint report on the Local 

Authority Staff Resources in July 2013. We have welcomed changes in the planning system, notably the 

National Planning Policy Framework, but without adequate professionals on the ground to implement 

these new policies, government objectives will not be met.  

The drastic reductions and closure of some authorities historic environment advisory services, alongside 

the overall decline in specialists giving professional advice, could potentially have catastrophic 

consequences for sustainable development objectives, the planning system, the use and maintenance of 

the Historic Environment Records [HER], and the overall protection of the historic environment. It is clear 

that professional planning advice and a well-maintained HER at the authority level are critical for local 

economic growth and development, by allowing commercial firms to meet statutory requirements more 

promptly, for specialists to provide an early indication of the impact on heritage assets, and help to protect 

wasted applications, unmanaged risk (and compensation), and preventing unplanned costs and delays to 

development. It should be stressed that these risks could become further accentuated as the UK economy 

continues to recover and the construction sector expands, as planning applications will increase alongside 

the demand for archaeological advice at the Local Authority level. Continued recovery could therefore 

potentially be delayed or bottle-necked due to limited capacity from over-stretched and under-staffed 

officers providing limited and inadequate planning advice.  

Although the Alliance strongly champions the key role of local voluntary groups, the third-sector, and 

individuals in supporting local government services, through acting as their eyes and ears on the ground, 

and as advocates on their behalf through localised specialist knowledge, they cannot replace these 

necessary advisory services. Authorities and commercial firms cannot rely on volunteers for an effective 
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and impartial advice on the local historic environment, due to the associated risks in costly insurance, 

management, and health and safety regulations.  

The Alliance notes that although this decline in specialist advisors and archaeological services represents a 

great loss, it feels more innovative ways of heritage protection could be investigated. This includes the 

pooling of conservation officers and specialists at a regional or sub-regional level where authorities are 

unable to provide adequate resources, and the integration with conservation advice and natural 

environment services. The Alliance also feels that government could further mitigate the ongoing cuts and 

ensure the continuity of service provision, through the possible introduction of a statutory duty for local 

authorities to have access to a HER and a corresponding adequate level of professional staff. This would 

allow a statutory base-line of protection by the authority, but also permit further inclusion of third-sector 

and volunteers.  

 

 

Contact  

The Heritage Alliance 

10 Storeys Gate 

Westminster 

London SW1P 3AY 

www.theheritagealliance.org.uk 

020 7233 0500 

 

Policy & Communications Officer 

Matthew Rabagliati 

matthew.rab@theheritagealliance.org.uk  

 

14.2.14 
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7. Heritage Lottery Fund 

____________________________________________________ 

 

Introduction to HLF: 

The Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) is the largest non-government funder of the UK’s heritage, currently 

distributing around £375 million a year.   

 

Since 1994, over £5.9 billion has been awarded across the UK to a broad range of heritage projects - from 

national icons and collections to small community projects; from landscapes, National Parks and Areas of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty to castles and historic high streets; from steam trains, museums and parks to 

oral history and local traditions. 36,000 projects of all sizes have been funded, with grants ranging in size 

from £3,000 to over £20 million. 

HLF’s approach to grant giving is driven by the nature of its funding coming from Lottery players.  We 

support heritage that is valued by the public and helps them to get involved with and learn about it, 

thereby sustaining heritage for future generations.   

 

HLF support for archaeology: 

 Archaeology features in many HLF projects, whether as part of the investigation work which is 

essential to conserving a historic building, townscape or landscape, or as part of a community-

based project to learn more about the local heritage.  

 Since 1994 HLF has awarded more than £224m to 1142 projects that focus on archaeology.  

 Of these projects, over 326 have included a focus on the development of archaeological skills. 

 The bulk of HLF funding (£148m for 750 projects) has gone to projects that involve interpretation 

and communication to help people learn more about the archaeology of a site or area 

 Just over half of the projects (580) have involved archaeological research with grants totalling over 

£54m 

 £60.5m has been committed to projects which involve some aspect of the conservation of 150 

archaeological sites, and £5.37m awarded to projects that involve the acquisition of 25 important 

sites  

 Over £36m has been awarded to 750 projects which actively involve communities in 

archaeological work. 

 

Response to consultation questions 

We have sought to confine our response to those questions in which, as a UK-wide distributor of Lottery 

funds, we are appropriately placed to comment.  
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HLF would welcome the opportunity to provide oral evidence to the Inquiry if required. 

 

Q2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities?  

The inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

 loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

 loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums 

 increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

 failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 

 loss of essential archaeological skills 

 

HLF encourages all of our applicants who apply to us for funding for projects that involve archaeology to 

contact their local authority archaeological officer to discuss their project. We expect to see evidence of 

this when we assess their grant application. We may decide to reject a grant application if such a 

discussion has not taken place. This policy is set out very clearly in HLF’s published Archaeology Good-

practice Guidance (Sections 5 and 9): 

http://www.hlf.org.uk/HowToApply/goodpractice/Documents/Archaeology_good_practice_guidance.pdf 

 

Local authority archaeology services perform a pivotal role in supporting communities that wish to 

undertake archaeology projects. 

 

They may hold an Historic Environment Record, which will provide useful information about the area in 

which the archaeological project is taking place. HLF requires all of our applicants to submit the results of 

their project for entry onto the relevant Historic Environment Record to ensure the information is widely 

available for others both now and in the future. Maintenance of an up-to-date Historic Environment 

Record is an essential public service to help people explore their local heritage and to ensure valuable and 

irreplaceable archaeological evidence is not needlessly damaged or destroyed through ignorance. 

 

In addition, a local authority archaeology service can advise those wishing to undertake archaeological 

projects on: where to start, whether a site is statutorily protected (such as a scheduled monument) or 

under some form of legal agreement (such as an agri-environment scheme), what skills are likely to be 

required, what standards and procedures need to be followed, and how to publish the results and make 

provision for the deposition of the archive. They might also be able to put them in touch with other 

organisations who can offer further assistance or who may have undertaken similar work in the vicinity. 

 

Quite simply, an adequately resourced local authority archaeology service can help ensure Lottery Good 

Causes proceeds achieve good value-for-money. That is why HLF stipulates that the first step in any HLF-

supported archaeology project is to contact their local authority archaeology service. 

 

 

Ian Morrison 

Head of Historic Environment 

  

http://www.hlf.org.uk/HowToApply/goodpractice/Documents/Archaeology_good_practice_guidance.pdf
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8. Institute for Archaeologists 

____________________________________________________ 

NOTE: The Institute for Archaeologists changed its name to the Chartered Institute for archaeologists in 

December 2014. 

 

Evidence of the Institute for Archaeologists (IfA) 

The existing models for local government archaeology services: 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different types 

to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards?  

 

1.1.  In some areas, no. 

 The present system of advice from and to local authorities is inextricably linked with the 

planning system. The impact of development upon heritage assets is a material consideration 

in the decision whether to grant planning permission. Increasingly, financial pressure has led 

to the significant reduction or closure of archaeological services with potentially drastic 

consequences for sustainable development and protection of the historic environment. 

 Community engagement, outreach, agri-environment advice, education, and other areas of 

work are under similar, if not greater threat. 

 

1.2.  In the past the lack of an archaeological standard for historic environment services has also 

produced inconsistency in the application of professional standards. The publication by IfA in 2012 

of its Standard and guidance for archaeological advice by historic environment services1 (which is 

endorsed by ALGAO) remedied that omission. However, the failure of Government actively to 

encourage or require compliance with that Standard leaves a continuing risk of inconsistency and 

variable quality. 

 

1.3.  Although the Heritage Protection Bill would have created a statutory duty on local planning 

authorities to have access to a maintained Historic Environment Record (HER), there is currently no 

such duty. Statutory provisions had been drafted which had cross party support and were not 

considered a significant additional burden in the impact assessment. The National Planning Policy 

Framework (NPPF) places requirements on local authorities regarding HERs, but the provisions are 

not strong enough to prevent some local authorities from dispensing with these services.  

 

1.4. The terrestrial planning jurisdiction of local authorities over archaeological material normally stops 

at the mean low-water mark. Marine spatial planning arrived in earnest following the Marine and 

Coastal Access Act 2009 and is consequently less well-developed. Unlike the land-use planning 

system (where local planning authorities normally make decisions) decisions in the marine zone 

tend to be made centrally with less input from local authorities. The Marine Management 

                                                           
1
 http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/IfASG-Archaeological-Advice-and-glossary.pdf 
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Organisation has recently issued guidance for local authorities (Marine Planning: A Guide for Local 

Authority Planners (2014)2). 

 

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

 

1.5.  Yes. Examples include Northamptonshire County Council, Merseyside Archaeological Advisory 

Service, Sandwell Borough Council and Tees Archaeology Service. Further details can be provided 

and are contained in other evidence (including that of ALGAO and Tees Archaeology). 

 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

 

1.6.  Local authorities with which the Institute has corresponded in recent years about proposed drastic 

cuts or closures include Gloucestershire County Council, Gateshead Council, Southampton City 

Council, Worcestershire County Council, City of Lincoln Council, Sheffield City Council, Sandwell 

Borough Council, Suffolk County Council, Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council and Middlesborough 

Council.  

 

c. What trends have you identified? 

 

1.7.  Many authorities have considered large-scale cuts to, or closure of, archaeological services on the 

mistaken basis that 

 they are a ‘luxury’ (Sandwell Borough Council Equality Impact Statement) 

 planning officers can provide the necessary archaeological advice  

 HERs are a static resource that, once established, can be left to serve their purpose. Such 

records play a crucial role in the management and protection of the historic environment, but 

only if they are continuously maintained and supported by appropriate expert staff. 

 

1.8.  Without appropriate archaeological advice 

 local authorities grant planning permission without archaeological conditions to safeguard the 

historic environment, or with inappropriate conditions (for instance, where a requirement for a 

watching brief is imposed as a perceived ‘safety-net’) 

 pre-determination assessments and reports produced to comply with planning conditions 

cannot be properly assessed 

 heritage / archaeology is not (or is inadequately) scoped in to EIAs. 

 

All these issues were identified when services were drastically reduced in Northamptonshire between 2006 

and 2009. 

 

1.9.  Public / community engagement and outreach services are being widely cut as a ‘soft option’. 

 

 

                                                           
2
 http://www.marinemanagement.org.uk/marineplanning/about/documents/localauthorityplanners.pdf 
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2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities?  

 

2.1. Irreplaceable evidence about our past will be lost if we cease effectively to identify, study and 

conserve the remaining resource. 

 

2.2. There will be wholesale loss of archaeological skills. Local authority archaeology services provide a 

huge pool of expertise which, once lost, will be hard to recreate.  

 

2.3. There will be missed opportunities for social and economic benefit in terms of sustainable 

development, regeneration, place-making, community engagement, identity and well-being. The 

historic environment facilitates sustainable development and gives communities a shared focus.  

 

2.4. The absence of archaeological advice in the planning process will be a deterrent to developers. 

Uncertainty, and particularly late identification of archaeological assets, affects investment, costs, 

completion dates and environmental reputation – all significant hazards to economic growth.  

 

2.5. So development may take place but sustainable development may not. 

 

2.6. Inadequate provision will undermine the engagement of communities and the wider localism agenda. 

The social benefits of archaeology are well-documented (see, for instance, the HLF research review, 

Values and Benefits of Heritage (2012)3). Local authority services provide a crucial link with 

communities. People are passionate about where they live, but need professional guidance and 

support effectively to engage in the planning system. 

 

2.7. Investment will be lost. Local authority archaeology services lever in private-sector investment in 

archaeology. Typically each planning archaeologist post generates c £1million annually of such inward 

investment – an annual return of 30 to 40 times the cost of employment. This investment brings 

communities new understanding and enjoyment. It is a major contribution to quality of life and sense 

of place.  Such dividends are rarely equaled by other sectors. 

 

2.8. Local authorities will be unable to offer advice on environmental stewardship and archaeological work 

undertaken with Heritage Lottery Fund grants. 

 

Alternative models for providing planning advice: 

 

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention?  

 

3.1. The Welsh Archaeological Trusts and the Greater London Archaeology Advisory Service (GLAAS). 

 

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

 

                                                           
3
 http://www.hlf.org.uk/aboutus/howwework/Documents/ValuesandBenefits2012.pdf 
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3.2. The primary advantage of the above models is the pooling of resources providing a critical mass of 

expertise. The four Welsh Archaeological Trusts provide a regional archaeological service across the 

whole of Wales, while GLAAS is part of English Heritage London Local Office, providing archaeological 

advice for 31 London boroughs and maintaining the Greater London HER. Both models have the 

relative security of central government funding and therefore not being in direct competition for non-

ring-fenced resources with other important – but statutory – local authority services. 

 

3.3.  With an increased scale, however, comes the need to manage the risk of losing the local connection 

(with the historic environment, communities and local authority staff, notably planners). 

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

 

4.1. Historic England should 

 issue a clear statement, with DCLG, DCMS and Defra backing, on the responsibilities of local 

government to obtain suitable archaeological advice 

 repeat English Heritage’s 2010 and earlier advice to Government that there should be a statutory 

requirement for local authorities to have access to a HER service 

 identify that the IfA standard provides the basis for measuring the quality of archaeological advice 

 obtain funds from Government to  support regional or sub-regional initiatives and consortia seeking 

to reconfigure delivery either through shared services or joint commissioning from third parties 

 use those funds to pump-prime new ventures providing that they can satisfy Historic England that 

they are committed to compliance with professional standards, will be staffed with competent 

historic environment experts and have appropriate interfaces with other services to the local 

authorities  

 support the early years of such ventures as they attain sustainability, maintaining oversight and 

using its grant powers to ensure that there is no departure from standards 

 

 

5. How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

 

5.1.  The remit of new bodies might extend to the 12NM limit, but without adequate resourcing it would 

be difficult for them to engage fully in marine planning. English Heritage’s archaeological advice in the 

marine zone is presently crucial and is likely to remain so.  Historic England must continue to deliver 

the high level of service required. 

 

5.2. Many of the issues facing maritime archaeologists (such as the regulation of maritime archaeological 

heritage beyond 12NM) are beyond the remit of this Inquiry. 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 
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6.1. Yes. IfA Standards and guidance are applicable to any model of service provision. They would be even 

more effective if specifically endorsed by Government, and if adherence to them were monitored by 

Government's advisors (see also 7.8).  

 

 

Your recommendation: 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice?  

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

 

7.1. No. Whatever the merits of the current model, lack of resources prevents its efficient operation, 

requiring the consideration of alternatives. 

 

b. If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

 

7.2. Regional or sub-regional archaeology services would viably provide advice to those local authorities 

that are unable adequately or efficiently to resource their own services.  

 

7.3. Local authorities should be encouraged to consider whether stand-alone archaeological services are 

the best solution, or whether integration with conservation advice would provide greater public benefit. 

The Institute of Historic Building Conservation is best placed to advise on the severe cuts faces by 

conservation services and possible solutions. 

 

7.4. Local authorities may also wish to consider integration with natural environment services.  

 

7.5. This could all be achieved through encouragement, pump-priming of transition and monitoring of 

implementation by Historic England as set out in section 4. 

 

7.6. Continuity of service provision could be better achieved with a statutory duty on local authorities to 

maintain or have access to a HER supported by expert staff. DCLG is shortly to consult upon additional 

statutory duties on local planning authorities with regard to plan-making. Paragraph 169 of the NPPF 

makes clear that in plan-making ‘Local planning authorities should either maintain or have access to a 

historic environment record’ and this requirement should be embedded in any further statutory duty.   

 

7.7. We do not advocate a one-size-fits-all model. Local or supra-local solutions will need to be found 

locally. This is desirable, but with encouragement from Government for local authorities to find 

imaginative solutions comes the potential for increasingly varied structures and service providers 

(public, private, and third sector).  

 

7.8. Consequently, to ensure heritage protection and sustainable development, there will be a yet greater 

need for Government to prescribe a schedule of activities that a service, however sourced, should be 

able to provide. That schedule is set out in the IfA Standard and guidance and could be adopted by the 

Secretary of State in support of a statutory requirement to have access to a service (7.6). 
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Broader collaboration: 

 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection? 

 

 8.1. Locally based third-sector organisations 

  contain a wealth of local knowledge and expertise which could support and complement the work 

of regional archaeological bodies, but would be unable to replace them. They are encouraged to act 

in accordance with professional standards and the IfA Code of conduct. 

 have a crucial role to play in identifying shortcomings of local authorities in their stewardship of the 

historic environment, and in calling them to account. 

 

 

Tim Howard LLB, Dip Prof Arch, IfA Policy Advisor 

Peter Hinton BA MIfA FRSA FSA FIAM FSA Scot, IfA Chief Executive 

 

2019 words including your questions 

 

IfA 

 

The Institute for Archaeologists (IfA) is a professional body for the study and care of the historic 

environment. It promotes best practice in archaeology and provides a self-regulatory quality assurance 

framework for the sector and those it serves.  

  

IfA has over 3,000 members and more than 70 registered practices across the United Kingdom. Its 

members work in all branches of the discipline: heritage management, planning advice, excavation, finds 

and environmental study, buildings recording, underwater and aerial archaeology, museums, conservation, 

survey, research and development, teaching and liaison with the community, industry and the commercial 

and financial sectors.  

 

IfA has successfully petitioned for a Royal Charter of Incorporation, and following a Privy Council meeting 

on 11 February 2014 Her Majesty the Queen signed an Order of Grant. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Peter Hinton BA MIfA FRSA FSA FIAM FSA Scot 

Chief Executive 
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9. Institute of Historic Building Conservation 

____________________________________________________ 

 

The IHBC welcomes the current discussion of archaeology advice and provision. Archaeological provision is 

not simply a stand-alone service but critical to the delivery of both statutory and non-statutory 

conservation services within the planning system. Through the planning process, effective access to 

archaeological information and research are an essential tool underpinning sustainable development and 

feeding into conservation skills-sets which are increasingly recognised as the platform for mediating 

between the cultural legacy and the pressures arising from the promotion of sustainable growth. The 

Penfold Review in England specified particularly the value of IHBC membership criteria and skills-sets in its 

recommendations on the management of growth, while the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 

requires that local authorities need to ‘conserve [heritage assets] in a manner appropriate to their 

significance’. (paragraph 126) 

 

The existing models for local government archaeology services: 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards? 

Archaeological input to conservation outcomes includes not only formal advice but, through Historic 

Environment Records (HERs) in particular, access to archaeological information.  Ready access to relevant 

information is recognised as a central plank of planning for sustainable development through conservation 

as required by statute and the NPPF. Access to the digital records in HERs are essential to inform 

conservation processes across both public and private sectors. 

The IHBC has had a long-standing role in advocating and supporting more wide-ranging content and 

dataset availability through HERs and HER-related resources such as the Heritage Gateway.  It regards 

achievement of an agreed base-line of such information as an essential step forward in any progress 

towards statutory HERs.  

Access  to  suitable  levels  of  specialist  archaeological  advice  to  help  support planning processes is 

equally important. 

However, in both cases lack of investment, and the impact of cutbacks, have seriously impaired access to 

information and advice and progress in achieving the necessary standards. The problem of such cutbacks is 

also reflected in conservation services. There is no doubt that achieving satisfactory operation and 

‘acceptable professional standards’ has been compromised by changes. 

 

a.     Do   you   have   evidence   of   local   authorities   acting   without archaeological advice, or with 

clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 
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Measures of the actual scale of archaeology infrastructure and conservation services have been carried out 

in England since 2006.  These have shown a substantial downward spiral from a point that was even then 

recognised for its limitations. At this stage the infrastructure of conservation is critical, and we have no 

reason to believe that the situation is otherwise for archaeology. 

The IHBC has been annually surveying building conservation services within local authorities since 2006.   

The results have been published in the 2013 Annual Report on Local Authority Staff Resources, in 

partnership between the IHBC, English Heritage, and the Association of Local Government Archaeological 

Officers (ALGAO).  As such the conclusions cover annual surveys of the levels of expert advice available for 

both conservation and archaeology within local authorities. 

In 2012 the number of conservation specialists in English councils fell by 4% and this in turn contributed to 

the devastating 33% cut since 2006. 

This massive loss in conservation knowledge and specialist advice equates to the reduction of one in three 

conservation officer posts in local government, threatening the proper care of heritage as well as the huge 

investment of public monies into England’s historic environment by bodies such as the Heritage Lottery 

Fund. 

Many of the losses are the result of short-term decisions and hasty axing of conservation services as 

‘unaffordable’ or ‘non critical’.  The crisis point has been reached  at  which  local  authorities  are  

becoming  unable  to  cope  with  their statutory workload and which has direct consequences for their 

customers and the community.  

The studies by ALGAO into archaeology capacity offer the most precise statement of  current  levels  of  

service  and,  clearly,  would  best  inform  the  question. Evidently, as with conservations services, the 

relative absence of specialist resources is a useful heuristic for uninformed or inadequate services, and as 

such the ALGAO research, suitably updated, would be the best source for answers to this question. 

 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

See above. 

c.     What trends have you identified? 

See above. 

The more remotely advice is provided the more there may be tendency to place conditions requiring 

investigation, site evaluation, trial trenches etc. to ensure that nothing is missed.  If the advice is local, the 

archaeologist knows the area and the areas of archaeological potential and can advise accordingly. The 

development process can proceed without the need to carry out additional extensive work to ascertain 

something that a locally based archaeologist could already know. 

 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? 
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See above. 

As noted also, archaeology services in local authorities are crucial to successful of the planning outcomes, 

and ready access to such services, operating at a level commensurate with the archaeological resource is 

essential for conservation services or their equivalent to inform sustainable planning and carry out their 

statutory and related non-statutory duties. 

Inadequacies in conservation also impact further on all areas of planning services. Local authorities are 

responsible, through the planning system, for making decisions on how places change and how heritage is 

protected and developed as part of that process.  When a local authority does not have access to that 

advice, or that advice is stretched, then decisions are made that put local heritage at risk, the planning 

process can be slowed down and decisions are taken without the full understanding of their implications. 

Investment in planning for conservation services and archaeological information, advice and provision 

supporting them, is vital to deliver the effective planning outcomes.  This is formally expressed in the 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) which requires local authorities to “identify and assess the 

particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by development 

affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available evidence and any necessary 

expertise,” (paragraph 129) and  “heritage assets assessed using appropriate expertise where necessary” 

(paragraph 128). Without access to such expertise the significance and impact of proposals cannot be 

confidently assessed.  Without informed professional input there is a danger not just of genuine assets 

being lost or damaged but without the ability to differentiate legitimate issues and concerns of less 

important sites or structures being awarded more protection than may be necessary. 

 

Alternative models for providing planning advice: 

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention? 

a.     What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

Strategies in conservation  may  offer  some  models  for  consideration  in archaeology. Historically, 

conservation services have been closely and beneficially integrated with (and indeed grown out of) local 

planning services.  One of the major cost-savings for conservation under these arrangements derives from 

the close ties and synergies between conservation activities and planning resources. For examples the 

value of such integrated services have been highlighted recently in the IHBC’s research into conservation in 

Scotland, where as little as 0.5% of the planning budget is spent on specialist conservation advice in local 

planning authorities.  Furthermore, it is significant that an uplift of as little as 0.1% of the budget has been 

suggested as a way to make a ‘significant’ improvement in the services. 

The value of the integration of conservation with planning delivery was also highlighted in the DCMS–

sponsored Atkins survey of 2006.   Indeed this last highlighted that that there was ‘no widespread appetite 

among senior officers or council  members,  within  district  or  unitary  authorities,  for  the  sub-regional  

pooling  of  resources  along  the  lines  of  the  county-based  HES  [Historic Environment Service]’ (p.23), 

then under consideration, a position that seems to capture well  the  perceived  value  of local 

conservation delivery  with in local planning services. 
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The reasons for such close ties are clear. Evidently the formal planning legislation within which 

conservation sits offers the obvious starting point. Operationally, too, the synergies are substantial. Whilst 

maintaining cross boundary relations and communications through regular meetings and discussion are 

important to consistency and support in conservation services, the local element of delivering these 

services is absolutely crucial.  Conservation services have a more direct engagement with owners and 

developers throughout the application process and indeed outside the process.  It is a more geographically 

direct relationship with individual property owners based on more local boundaries. Proactive locally 

based action and geographically targeted local schemes in partnership with other bodies and organisations 

are generally operated by local authorities. Conservation services have a direct day-to-day relationship 

with property owners in their area in a manner that echoes the role of their linked planning processes. 

That said, due to cutbacks, in recent years there has been a substantial increase in the ‘joint-working’ in 

conservation matters between local authorities, with some acting on a consultancy basis for their 

neighbours or others fully amalgamated into joint services.  While the immediate economic benefits are 

clear, as budget lines disappear, there is as yet no widespread understanding of the impact of these 

changed practices on planning outcomes.  It is our understanding that, as the   Atkins   report   suggests,   

and   as   current   planning   policy   focus   on neighbourhood planning notes, while specialist technical 

advice might be more readily accessed regionally, such ‘planning from a distance’ is not an effective way to 

deliver desired planning outcomes in conservation. 

While these lessons help highlight some of the potentials and pitfalls of pooling strategies for conservation, 

in the absence of greater clarity on matters of archaeological advice and provision noted in the answer to 

question 1, it is not clear what answers may be on offer to archaeological advice.  Atkins may again offer 

some insight to pooling with museums, outsourcing/privatisation and independent charitable provision in 

these areas. 

Archaeology advice and provision typically works over a greater geographical area primarily because of the 

organisational set up in two tier authorities, while many services are county based, as noted in Atkins.  In 

Wales four Archaeological Trusts provide advice on a cross authority basis for numbers of authorities 

regionally. Some advise as many as thirteen individual authorities.   Each provides archaeological advice 

and information across a range of services to a number of local planning authorities.   In Scotland, where 

available, archaeological advice and provision operates effectively either as ‘in-house’ or ‘out-sourced’ 

depending on circumstances. 

However we would stress that the statutory duties and planning infrastructure of conservation services 

indicate that the ‘public service’ role of the conservation service is most effectively carried out in the 

context of the public service of the planning system.   How that service then accesses the requisite 

information – archaeological, demographic, economic and otherwise – and what kind of structures are 

used to provide that information – private sector or otherwise, remain separate questions for 

conservation.  It is not clear to what extent this is a limitation to sharing, outsourcing or privatising 

archaeological advice and information. 

There is not a one size that fits all for conservation management, and in the absence of better data we 

imagine that is also the case for archaeological provision.   The regional approach appears in some areas to 

work well for archaeology provision, but cannot work so successfully for building conservation without 

close ties to planning, as conservation work demands more visits and constant involvement throughout the 
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development process.   Duplicating such connections in conservation processes would add costs to the 

processes rather than help reduce them. 

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

We note with some concern the section in the consultation document on the new model for English 

Heritage that highlights ‘sharing’ as an ‘imaginative response’, implicitly endorsing it (4.13), when to our 

knowledge there is no long-term data to justify such an interpretation or a pro-active policy position.  We 

would urge English Heritage today, and its components in the future, to work more closely with partners, 

not least through the National Heritage Protection Plan, to identify what are the particular characteristics 

of the distinct services in advance of making unilateral policies.  The adoption of pre-determined strategies 

would be most unhelpful in an era when, more than ever, constructive partnership and open discussion is 

critical.  

More particularly too, for the IHBC we would again note our concern in the focus on ‘heritage protection’.   

Our preferred strategy is for heritage management within the planning system, not heritage protection 

outside it. 

 

5. How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

The planning system has structures increasingly able to address challenges arising in maritime 

development, and we would urge any models to look first to working with and underpinning those 

structures rather than to try to evolve a parallel controls system, both for reasons of minimising complexity 

for users and maximizing operational efficiencies. The land-based systems can operate effectively when 

properly resourced, and we have no knowledge of any evidence that suggests that an alternative system 

would add benefit.  Indeed looking to a parallel system echoes the additional complexity of process already 

represented by scheduling, a complication that the unsuccessful heritage bill had been devised to 

eliminate. 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

The matter is not about where the standards are produced, but that they are credible and usable.  The 

particular problem here is that the ‘sector’ referred to is, presumably, archaeology, while the management 

processes that are of interest to archaeology are much wider.  In this case, standards need to recognise 

and reflect the needs and practice of users, not a single-sector approach. 

 

Your recommendation: 

7.  What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice? 

a.     Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 
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b.    If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

See 1 above.  

 

Broader collaboration: 

The inquiry is keen to hear how others could contribute to improving or maintaining existing levels of 

service. 

Conservation accreditation 

The IHBC is keen to raise awareness of and understanding in conservation principles across all disciplines, 

including archaeology. The Institute is very happy to advise on a strategy for archaeology practitioners to 

achieve conservation accreditation.   We have little doubt that recognition of the value of such 

accreditation would enhance skills available to local conservation services in planning, as they already do in 

other relevant disciplines.    Notably, as these operate equally across the private and public sectors, 

conservation accreditation in   archaeology   would   add   substantially   to   capacity-building   and   service 

efficiencies in all aspects of planning for the historic environment 

Training 

Though IHBC has a strong legacy in training, it is unfortunate that national heritage-focussed bodies 

supporting funding for early career specialists have failed to recognise the benefits, and value of our skills 

sets to wider conservation and heritage management outcomes.  We believe that the current strategies of 

funding skills sets in heritage that ignoring the role of built and historic conservation specialisms represents 

a missed opportunity.  We would encourage archaeology interests to promote capacity building outside 

the archaeology activities specifically under consideration in this consultation. 

Analysis 

Corporately, the IHBC has developed a substantial information base, research legacy, volunteer network 

and internal competence to support its advocacy of conservation.  To support and inform the archaeology 

issues under consideration here, we would encourage research partnerships across suitably informed 

interests in activities relating to the management of the historic environment, including in particular 

archaeology practice, standards and services.  

HER Service standards 

It is critical that the potential of the construction and development industries to deliver conservation (and 

inter alia, archaeology) also be considered in this consultation. While the PPS 16 strategy cited above has 

generated investment in private sector information gathering for archaeology, there is a much wider locus 

for these industries to contribute to knowledge gathering. The IHBC has noted in its research into HERs 

standards for the built environment has highlighted some key opportunities here, opportunities that would 

enhance HER services, understanding across communities and access to information in historic 

environment management and conservation through the planning system. 
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7. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organizations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection? 

Planning in the UK is founded on democratic input, and so is inherently supportive of the kind of 

participative ‘mix’ referred to, subject only to matters of capacity, which remains the key barrier to 

successful outcomes.  As noted above, there is probably no single model for all areas, so the critical matter 

here is to enable such a ‘mixture’ and the recommendations are geared towards this strategy. 

- Better education in to help users understand distinctions between outcomes in conservation and 

archaeology, in particular regarding the operation of the planning system 

- Better standards in conservation-related activities supported by archaeology advice and provision, 

with the IHBC prepared to offer guidance and structures in these matters 

- Better knowledge of what conservation entails and how it is achieved 

- Better appreciation of the processes and outcomes  as  they  relate  to  the planning system, not 

least as that system is the key management process for the built and historic environment, both for 

today and for the future. 

 

 

IHBC 

February 2014 
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10. National Trust 

____________________________________________________ 

NOTE: Parts of this response are redacted to preserve the anonymity of identifiable 

parties used in examples.  

The National Trust has answered the questions below from the perspective of both a beneficiary of the 

conservation protection afforded by the work of Local Authority archaeological services, whose aims we 

share, and as a body who conducts work as an applicant under the planning regime they implement. 

 

The existing models for local government archaeology services: 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards? 

In general, the present provision by Local Authorities, supported by an infrastructure of commercial 

archaeology, has shown itself to be fit-for-purpose for the requirements of both Local Authorities and 

applicants. With EH, IFA and ALGAO overseeing the professional standards the system has worked. On-

going cuts to staff resources have however begun to put the system under severe strain and the situation 

now needs addressing, either through renewed funding or redesign. 

Approximately 95% of monuments are protected through the Local Authority planning system. This 

highlights the vital role that archaeological advice to Local Authorities plays and the need for an 

appropriate fit-for-purpose structure to deliver this advice. 

 

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

Example 1 - For several years recently Liverpool had no archaeological service and access to the Historic 

Environment Record (HER) was restricted, with no staff to properly manage it. Though a post has been 

recently created and recruited for it is too early to say if the issues have been addressed. The World 

Heritage status for the Liverpool water front is seriously under threat. It is not known what the losses to 

the historic environment have been but it is suspected they are considerable. (Source: NT Archaeological 

Project Officer in Midlands Region.) 

Example 2 – XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 
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No. 

 

c. What trends have you identified? 

Diminishing resources as highlighted in reports such as the EH, ALGAO and IHBC ‘A Fifth Report on Local 

Authority Staff Resources’ (July 2013) and IFA and EH studies into the archaeological profession (‘Profiling 

the Profession’ reports). The former indicated a loss of 18% in staff tasked with archaeological advice since 

2006. The latest ‘Profiling the Profession’ report concluded there had been a decrease of 100 Local 

Authority posts between the 2007 report and that of 2012-13, or as stated in the 2012-13 report “on 

average, these organisations reported losing 25% of their staff over this period.” 

The trend is clearly a steady and significant decrease in the number of staff available to Local Authorities to 

deliver their archaeological services. 

 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? 

The inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

 

 Loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

Agreed that there is a very real risk and the lessons from history identified in the TAF Briefing Paper that 

accompanies this consultation bear this out. 

The National Trust has been concerned on a number of occasions recently that archaeological conditions 

have not been imposed on projects where it had applied for Planning Permission and where conditions had 

been anticipated by its own Archaeological Consultants. It is conjectured these anomalies are due to either 

or both of two possibilities: 

a) First the recent reduction in the number of archaeologists employed by, and thus a reduction in 

advice to, Local Authorities. As well as capacity issues the cuts have resulted in the consequent 

lowering of overall expertise as experienced staff are made redundant or leave and non-

archaeological staff are used to make development control decisions. 

 

b) Secondly there is the possibility that specialist Local Authority archaeology staff are not always 

consulted or their advice adequately considered. Advice is potentially being given by Local 

Authority archaeologists to Planning Officers which may not be being acted upon. This is possibly 

either as a result of reduced staff or other pressures in Planning Departments or potentially due to 

it being dismissed by elected members on economic or other grounds. 

If the situation witnessed by the National Trust on its estate is mirrored across the whole of England there 

is a very real threat of the loss of sites. 

Compliance is also fundamental to protection. Archaeological mitigation for the most part is undertaken by 

commercial archaeological organisations. Like any sector standards vary. Bodies such as the IfA and IHBC 

set standards but it is presently the Local Authorities’ archaeologists who monitor adherence on the 

ground. Without adequate numbers of Local Authority archaeologists, or the provision of a competent 
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alternative, site visits to ensure compliance with the defined brief and standards will diminish. This will 

result in a reduction in the quality of historic environment knowledge and reduce the value for money 

obtained by the developer. 

 Loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums 

Agreed as the staff that do remain in Local Authorities have to concentrate their advice on development 

control work: experience shows that public archaeology is often the first area to be cut but that this is an 

area greatly valued by the local communities themselves. 

Example – In Greater Manchester the new Service Level Agreement is very different with many of the 

opportunities for developing and working with the local archaeological community amateur and 

professional removed. (Source: NT Archaeological Project Officer in Midlands Region.) 

Where Community Archaeology does continue to increase in popularity and sophistication it will need 

support, monitoring and its results recording on HERs which also in turn act as a source for ideas for 

original local research. Standards apply whatever the delivery mechanism and adequate archaeological 

advice to Local Authority is required to ensure that the work is conducted to the appropriate standards and 

the results recorded on the HER for wider management use. 

Since the 1990s millions of pounds have been spent on developer funded archaeological mitigation. This 

work was undertaken to ‘preserve by record’ sites destined to be destroyed by development. If the results 

of this work are not, where applicable, published, the unpublished ‘grey literature’ made accessible, and all 

finds recorded on HER then the site is basically lost, the mitigation has failed and the millions of pounds 

wasted. Furthermore, if the HER are not kept updated then decisions on future developments will be 

misinformed with potential consequences both for the historic environment and the developer. 

 Increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

Agreed but in reality, and unfortunately, some developers may see this as an opportunity as well as a risk 

so this should be factored in and guarded against. 

In terms of our own experience, the National Trust works across England and has to plan its resources 

accordingly. Resource allocation, and project planning, is complex and to work effectively it is important 

that the Trust can rely on a consistent approach to enacting archaeological legislation across Local 

Authorities. Such consistency can only be achieved by having in place a strong Statutory Body such as EH/ 

Historic England and Local Authorities receiving and basing decisions on competent heritage advice. 

Looking to the future, adequate resources are required to enable local authorities to cope with rising case 

work as planning applications increase with improved UK economic growth. Where resources are 

insufficient, this could result in otherwise avoidable damage to the historic environment and/or delays and 

additional costs for developers. 

 Failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 

A real risk. Local Authority archaeologists provide advice to applicants over agri-environment schemes and 

other landscape management initiatives and without their input momentum and protection will be lost. 

The Natural England input to agri-environment schemes, and their SHINE archaeology database, only 
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covers a narrow spectrum of the advice and data required to inform rural and landscape initiatives 

supported by Local Authorities, so is not an alternative provision. 

 Loss of essential archaeological skills 

Agreed. As the numbers of Local Authority staff are reduced their skills become lost as there is no real 

system or mechanism in place for training the future HER/Development Control archaeologists. A trend 

towards Fixed-Term contacts for staff negates against expertise being built up over time, or investment in 

training, thus reducing the experience of Local Authority departments. This will reduce the quality of their 

work to the detriment of the historic environment. 

In addition the National Trust would make the following point: 

Central Government proposals such as the division of EH into a property managing charity and Historic 

England, and the provisions in the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (ERR) Act all require strong Local 

Authority provisions for the historic environment. Such initiatives are at risk if the issue of adequate level 

of archaeological advice to Local Authorities is not addressed. 

 

Alternative models for providing planning advice: 

The inquiry will consider other models for the provision of archaeological advice to local authorities. 

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention? 

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

The Welsh system should be examined. In Wales four Archaeological Trusts provide a centralised and cost 

effective service for multiple Local Authorities and their planning departments - including provision and 

maintenance of HER, heritage management services and specialist planning advice. Each Trust acts both as 

curator and contactor with the services being kept separate internally. The curatorial sections of each we 

believe is part funded both by Cadw and local authorities whereas the contractor arms are developer 

funded. 

One of the advantages in Wales is that the small number of Trusts has allowed initiatives such as a 

common HER software and HER portal across the whole country to be realised, something proving difficult 

in England. The Trusts are defined by historic regions and have built up a very community focussed 

approach which is valued. Conversely the Trusts being both curator and contractor can raise concerns 

regarding impartiality for some developers. 

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

Historic England can increase understanding and awareness, highlight risk, and set the agenda through 

initiatives like the National Heritage Protection Plan. It also needs to set and enforce guidelines to ensure 

consistent interpretation of legislation across England. For example Development Control archaeologists 

are interpreting NPPF in different ways so Historic England needs to have a role in ensuring greater 

consistency. Likewise it needs to take the lead with Local Authorities to ensure all parties are aware and 
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prepared for their respective responsibilities post the division of EH, and changes to heritage protection 

introduced in the ERR and Growth and infrastructure Acts, and under NPPF. 

Historic England must still have a role in leading on the evolution of HER. EH was fundamental to the 

setting up of HER across England and still leads through its Heritage Data Management team: this is still 

needed to improve HER interoperability and access. In a similar way the provision of the EH Historic 

Environment Local management (HELM) advice and online facility is a crucial resource to Local Authority 

staff and would be key to promulgating best practice under any revised system. 

 

5. How well do /could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

The National Trust may own large amounts of coastline but its ownership tends to cease at High Water 

Mark so has little experience to draw on to answer this question. 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

No. Standards in themselves are insufficient to deliver consistent application across a diverse service 

provision. They set the template but unless monitored and actively enforced they will be applied in various 

ways and potentially be ineffective. Audit and compliance, backed by appropriate staff resources is 

important to ensure consistent and appropriate delivery. 

 

Your recommendation: 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice? 

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

b. If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

The National Trust believes that right service is one which serves the widest possible public interest by 

finding the most appropriate long term solutions for the assets themselves. The burdens of bureaucracy 

and delay should certainly be minimised, but priority must be given to understanding and protecting 

significance by providing appropriate advice and expertise, and by fostering necessary skills. 

The National Trust would be content to maintain the status quo, but only if sufficient resource and capacity 

is available in Local Authorities. If not, new thinking may be required. The formation of Historic England 

and various legislative changes are an opportunity to consider alternatives, but whatever the outcome a 

way must be found to ensure that both Historic England and the means to advise Local Authority decision 

makers are adequately resourced and empowered to deliver their mandates. 

As for an alternative delivery system one option to explore could be the adoption of the Welsh Trust 

system (see Q3 above) across English regions. County Archaeologists often already offer advice to several 

Planning Authorities at District Council level so it would be taking this one stage further by amalgamating 

counties. Some emergency services are already considering this as a way to cut overheads and share 

infrastructure such as computer systems. 
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However advice is delivered it must be on the basis of adequate information, and we therefore 

recommend that the maintenance of Historic Environment Records be put on a statutory footing. There 

should continue to be an HER for all English Local Authorities and as now the HER’s independence from the 

record user’s interests maintained. This would remove uncertainty around the role of HER. In addition as 

well as a statutory HER provision it should become statutory that the HER is consulted and referenced by 

Planning Officers and other relevant parties as part of the formal planning process. 

 

Broader collaboration: 

The inquiry is keen to hear how others could contribute to improving or maintaining existing levels of 

service. 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection? 

The National Trust would be willing to explore the potential for building on the Heritage Partnership 

Agreement concept to include a wider range of assets beyond Listed Buildings, potentially including 

Scheduled Monuments, non-scheduled monuments, Registered Parks & Gardens and Registered 

Battlefields. The National Trust could imagine long-term agreements in partnership with Historic England 

(to be) and Local Authorities to devolve certain responsibilities to National Trust specialist staff. This would 

free up Local Authority and Historic England resources, empower National Trust staff and save National 

Trust costs in preparing applications, allowing more to be spent on conservation. Such a system would 

clearly require adequate checks and balances but is worth exploring. 

The National Trust is a large landowner and such a scheme as described above would save Local Authority 

and Statutory Body resources. If such a scheme was also extended to other responsible estate managers, 

public or private, who also have in-house historic environment staff then such savings would be multiplied. 

If a regime using Third Sector bodies is introduced it is essential that Historic England (to be) and Local 

Authorities put in place a framework to rigorously ensure the organisations chosen were fit-for-purpose, 

viable in the long term and that sufficient accountability and audit procedures were put in place to ensure 

there were no conflicts of interest. The audit regime would need to be fully resourced to ensure that the 

organisations stayed fit-for-purpose and the service remained up to standard. 

Thought should be given to maintaining standard of work. The archaeologists utilised, whether 

professional or amateur, should in the fields of archaeology and development control be appropriately 

academically qualified, trained and sufficiently experienced to meet the standards for the work required as 

stipulated by ALGAO, IfA, IHBC. Whatever the mechanism competent fit-for-purpose staff are essential: 

this should not be a scheme to save money by using under qualified staff. 

 

Ian Barnes 

Head of Archaeology 

National Trust 
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11. Natural England 

____________________________________________________ 

 

The existing models for local government archaeology services 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards? 

Natural England work closely with Defra, English Heritage and ALGAO England to develop existing and new 

models for the provision of information and advice for farmers. These are based on the skills and 

knowledge that sits with Local Authority archaeological staff providing curatorial countryside advice. We 

do consider the present system of advice to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional 

standards. We offer the following evidence: ALGAO England adopt two service concepts that affect our 

work: 

i. That HER information can be tailored to the needs of land managers: 

We have helped administer c.£350k of Defra funding to design and develop the SHINE (Selected Heritage 

Inventory for Natural England) dataset. HERs have been grant funded to add tailored records of historic 

features suitable for managing under agri-environment. The dataset is growing from 55,000 records 

(2013). 

Since 2005 this dataset has been fed directly to applicants to the Entry Level Scheme to guide positive land 

management activity to enhance (some through selected options) and protect (through Scheme 

conditions) all of these features from damaging activity. 

ii. That qualified records of historic environment features can be assessed at a desktop stage to 

provide useful and accurate management advice. 

Since 2005, Local Authorities have provided structured information and advice into 20,000 FEP (Farm 

Environment Plans) produced by private sector consultants, covering 4million hectares of farmed land. The 

HER response provides historical context and specific prioritised advice on the acceptable management of 

a wide range of historic features. 

Individual fees totalling £2.2million have been paid to HERs as a contribution to costs. 

This response allows Natural England to consider how to deliver HLS Agreements that meets the Scheme’s 

stated outcomes and priorities for the conservation of the historic environment. Some Local Authorities 

provide valuable ‘hands-on’ support for delivering conservation activity through staff with a ‘countryside 

advice’ role, liaising closely with our Advisers, other ES stakeholders and agreement holders. Together with 

ALGAO and English Heritage we are trialling an online system for historic environment input into HLS 

scheme applications based on using SHINE data, ‘SHINE-HLS’. Partnerships to develop standards and 

efficiencies in response to the needs of the land management sector are particularly welcome as agri-

environment schemes move more online. 
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a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

We cannot consistently identify particular Local Authorities that have not been able to commit to providing 

the services explained above. Some localised delivery issues are because of breaks in service within an 

Authority or group of Authorities, such as Merseyside recently. We recognise that if FEP HER Consultation 

Requests are focussed within a year they cause a work peak for some HERs that then cannot sustain the 28 

day agreed consultation period. 

 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

Natural England has no such evidence to offer. There are other cases which we do not have documented, 

but the withdrawal of rural historic environment advice will usually mirror the withdrawal of support for an 

HER and core curatorial services. 

 

c. What trends have you identified? 

Natural England has no such evidence to offer. 

 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? 

The inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

 loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

 loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums 

 increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

 failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 

 loss of essential archaeological skills 

For undesignated historic environment features, the provision of a baseline of HE knowledge, advice and 

information is unavailable outside of local authorities. NE relies on negotiating fairly standardised Local 

authority archaeological advice to ensure that agri-environment funding is targeted at sites of the highest 

significance and need. 

The loss of this service would have a negative impact on our ability to understand the significance of the 

undesignated resource, as well as the most appropriate management for these assets. In addition, 

management planning for Natural England’s own estate – which include National Nature Reserves that also 

are of high historic environment interest - could be affected, and result in a lack of engagement over their 

management. 

To date, partnership-working with Local Authority Archaeologists has helped deliver c.£200million of Rural 

Development Programme funds to incentivise positive management of historic environment features 

through Environmental Stewardship. In addition to the direct impact this has on historic environment 

assets, this income supports farm and other rural businesses, sustaining traditional skills, and helps 

develop and maintain rural heritage-related tourism. 
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Alternative models for providing planning advice 

The inquiry will consider other models for the provision of archaeological advice to local authorities. 

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention? 

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

Natural England has no such evidence to offer. 

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

Natural England has no such evidence to offer. 

 

5. How well do/could, alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

Natural England has no such evidence to offer. 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

Natural England has no such evidence to offer. 

 

Your recommendation: 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice? 

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

b.  If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

We wish to continue to be able to receive a professional service from specialists at a local level to inform 

our work. 

 

Broader collaboration: 

The inquiry is keen to hear how others could contribute to improving or maintaining existing levels of 

service. 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection? 
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Natural England has no such evidence to offer. 

12. Rescue: The British Archaeological Trust 

____________________________________________________ 

 

A response by Rescue, the British Archaeological Trust 
 

The existing models for local government archaeology services: 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards?  

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

 

Yes, in the last decade there was a period of several years when Northamptonshire lacked any advice.  

Recently Merseyside, Sandwell in the West Midlands, Middlesbrough and Redcar & Cleveland in Teesside, 

have been reduced to no provision.  Many authorities have reduced staff so that there will certainly be 

inadequate provision when development expands and there may already be; a steady drop in overall staff 

numbers is evidenced in the briefing paper.    

 

There is also a severe deficit in provision for archive storage – little progress has been achieved on the 

establishment of regional centres (with the exception of the exemplary LAARC) to compensate for the lack 

of appropriate resources and interest in the museum sector, now exacerbated by very common resource 

cuts in the local authority museum sector. There is a serious risk that the end product of the entire process 

is being damaged or destroyed; it is certainly not providing the educational resource that it should.  Nor is 

it adequately fulfilling the requirement to ‘preserve by record’ those sites that have to be excavated in 

advance of development and cannot be preserved ‘in situ’.  The existence of a full and comprehensive 

physical archive is essential to back up the paper and digital records 

 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

 

Almost every local authority regularly considers this option when planning budget cuts – a current example 

is Chester West and Cheshire Council.  Until the provision of a Historic Environment Record and 

archaeological advice is made a statutory responsibility of local authorities this will continue. 

 

c. What trends have you identified? 

 

Urban authorities have been particularly vulnerable to archaeological cuts in recent years and non-

statutory services are the first to be cut when budget cuts are needed.  Rescue has frequently responded 

to threats of staff reductions by local authorities, both on the advice and HER side and in museums which 
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should be the final repository for archaeological archives and an outlet for the knowledge gained in the 

process. 

 

Please give examples where possible. 

 

 Southampton has cut Heritage posts from 5 to 1 

 Portsmouth has been without any full time archaeological advice since about 2005 and has 

been without a full-time Conservation Officer since last year. 

 South Yorkshire Archaeology Service – one staff member (SMR enhancement) cut and post lost 

 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? 

The inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

 loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

 loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums 

 increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

 failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 

 loss of essential archaeological skills 

All these will and do result, but identifying and quantifying the loss of archaeological sites, which is the key 

element, is near impossible. Developers are extremely unlikely to report any chance discovery during 

construction except perhaps for human skeletal remains which are covered by a legal obligation.  While the 

majority of developers remain convinced that the current archaeological process will cause unnecessary 

cost and delay (an attitude fostered by the media and sometimes by government) it is hard for them to 

recognise the reality that it is far more common for these problems to be the result of bad advice from 

consultants and inadequate investment at an early stage. 

 

 The gradual paring down of the local authority sector is certainly impacting on participation opportunities 

– here is a simple example “Following the announcement of savings to be made by the County Council, 

Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service has reviewed its opening hours. The HER opening hours 

changed from Monday 13th January 2014 to Monday-Friday 13:00-16:00 and Saturday 10:30-13:30, and 

the opening hours for the Original Archives will change as of Monday 3rd February 2014” of the kind of 

reduction of local access by an organisation with a good reputation for direct work with the public as well 

as innovative online systems.   

 

South Yorks Arch Service – has established a principle of ‘no excavation on Council owned land unless 

directly threatened by development’ (i.e only commercial archaeology is permitted; no access or 

opportunity for local am/vol groups, even if HLF funded) 

 

Rescue has long campaigned about the devastating impacts of agriculture on nationally and regionally 

important archaeological sites, both those protected by scheduling and those that are not. Some progress 

has been made with DEFRA grants for the reduction or cessation of ploughing on significant sites but the 

schemes have been cut back, their future is uncertain and most schemes are time-limited.  Advice on 

agricultural and woodland schemes has almost certainly also declined because of the more immediate 

demands of planning applications and the nature of the impact being less apparent.  Rescue does not 
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currently have access to the figures for historic environment  agricultural grants nationally but believes 

that they have sharply diminished. 

 

 

Alternative models for providing planning advice: 

 

The inquiry will consider other models for the provision of archaeological advice to local authorities. 

  

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention?  

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

 

Rescue strongly believes that archaeological advice must be, and must be seen to be, impartial and seated 

within the public sector. The only long-lived alternative system within the UK is a system of Trusts in Wales, 

which was always designed for the very specific circumstances of that country and is regarded as not 

representing best practice because of the potential for conflict of interest between advice and commercial 

practice.  There have been issues over the years resulting from the detachment of the Welsh Trusts from 

the planning advice system and the local community, particularly in urban contexts. 

 

Rescue is concerned about current proposals to outsource the HER and historic environment advice in 

Somerset to a charitable trust; as the primary functions of the trust apparently relate to museums and 

archives (the historic environment role was actually initially omitted from the advert for new trustees) the 

non-statutory HER and advice role may be very vulnerable to financial pressure in future. The increased 

organisational divide between advice and planning practice is likely to reduce the effectiveness of the 

advice to the detriment of the archaeology; the removal of the role from democratic scrutiny is bad not 

least for the public perception of the process. 

 

Past attempts, for example in Berkshire, to site such services in the private sector have proved  largely 

unsuccessful. Rescue believes that there are already severe problems with the unclear separation between 

commercial advisors and contract archaeological companies. The need for professional monitoring of the 

activities of any private sector advice and HER provision should make it unattractive financially to a local 

authority.  Although strenuous efforts are currently being made by local authorities to charge for 

archaeological advice and HER access by commercial companies this is publicly funded data and expertise 

which must therefore be freely accessible to the public, and could not possibly legitimately return a 

commercial profit while achieving their primary functions. 

 

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

 

Rescue believes that the small successor Historic England body is unlikely to be able to work any more 

effectively than the current, much reduced, English Heritage.  EH and any successor should be pressing at 

the highest levels for statutory status for HERs and advisory services. So far however they have failed even 

to get Conservation Officer provision made a statutory obligation despite the more visible heritage 
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responsibility for buildings. All programmes for improving the quality and quantity of the list of scheduled 

monuments ceased some time ago and registered parks and gardens and battlefields remain vulnerable to 

commercial development – these must be the starting point for the national heritage protection role.   

 

5. How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

 

Rescue believes that current maritime heritage protection is less effective than that on land.  There needs 

to be equivalent measures and practice; this is an area where EH potentially has the expertise to 

contribute to practice at a local level. 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

 

No, the current standards are largely based on a minimum acceptable level that has created an 

unacceptably low benchmark for professionalism and quality of work – demonstrated by the fact that 

almost no archaeological organisation is ever penalised for low standards.  While fieldwork is bid for 

almost entirely on the basis of cost this results in disadvantage for those striving to work to a high 

professional standard.  The lack of good standards means that the local authority advisors are constantly 

working at local level to ensure acceptable methods of excavation and recording are being observed but 

are being forced to accept shoddy work carried out by organisations that prove inadequate for the task.  

 

Rescue has also observed that there are apparently very different requirements on similar developments in 

different parts of the country – research and better informed standards are needed to take our heritage 

out of a postcode lottery while recognising the very real regional variations in the character of the  historic 

environment. 

 

Your recommendation: 

 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice?  

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

b. If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

 

Rescue believes that the current model of locating independent curatorial staff and the Historic 

Environment Record within local authorities at an appropriate level for providing planning advice is one 

that should be underpinned by statute.  When properly supported this system delivers an economic service 

that minimises undue influence or intervention by the developer or political pressure, while professionally 

scrutinising and mitigating the impact of planning and development, applying appropriate planning 

conditions and ensuring the proper recording and dissemination of archaeological data.  At the same time 

the maintenance of the HER and the professional expertise of staff provides a valuable local resource of up 

to date knowledge for use in advice, display and research in many contexts. Failings in the current model of 

provision are due to uneven and inadequate local resourcing  rather than problems with the model itself, 

and are very unlikely to be resolved by alternative systems.  Where a local authority is committed to 

providing an archaeological advice service the result is the identification, protection, enhancement, 
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investigation and promotion of the archaeology of the area for the benefit of present and future 

generations. 

 

Broader collaboration: 

 

The inquiry is keen to hear how others could contribute to improving or maintaining existing levels of 

service. 

 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection?  

 

Rescue does not believe that heritage protection should be delivered by ‘a mix of public and private 

organisations’.  Heritage protection requires a high level of professional knowledge and skills to deliver a 

complex public service. The knowledge and enthusiasm of voluntary organisations is very welcome in 

contributing for example new data to the HER by survey, research or excavation when carried out to 

professional standards with appropriate guidance.  They can also usefully monitor and make public 

individual failings of the protection system on the ground, but our experience is that in general the public 

have little desire to devote their effort to understanding the complexities of professional heritage 

protection. 
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13. Society of Antiquaries London 

____________________________________________________ 

 

1. The existing models for Local Government archaeology services 

Provision of archaeological advice is predicated upon the principle of wide public benefit. Archaeological 

investigation undertaken in response to planning policy is an activity undertaken upon behalf of the 

community and its outputs and outcomes must be directed towards enhancing community assets and 

understanding. It is central to the localism agenda. The desirability of ensuring that planning policies and 

decisions respond to local character and historic landscape character are important concepts in the 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) published in March 2012 (paras. 58, 126 and 170). These 

concepts are not confined to the historic environment but are woven into planning policy generally.  

Within the current framework there is, and always has been, a fundamental difference in the manner in 

which the archaeological resource is protected in England.  A Non-Departmental Public Body (NDPB), 

currently English Heritage, (EH) is responsible for the designation of the resource deemed to be of national 

significance and for decisions relating to its future management. This is underpinned by a legislative 

framework.   In contrast Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) manage those archaeological assets which have 

no statutory protection; protection is instead dependent upon the implementation of planning guidance. 

This guidance has been variously set out in a number of documents, successively: PPG16, NPG5 and the 

NPPF.    

The arrangement whereby LPAs implement planning guidance has considerable strengths, notably that the 

impact of development on the archaeological resource is considered as an integral part of the planning 

process. Currently a range of options exist for LPAs when giving advice on the mitigation of any impacts 

which are identified and can include preservation of sites in situ or investigation by means of survey and 

excavation (“preservation by record”).  Frequently a mixture of approaches will be adopted.   Where 

impacts require mitigation the developer is required to accommodate this in the scheme and to pay for 

costs incurred.  The majority of archaeological work undertaken in this country is a result of this process.  

The archaeological advice provided to LPAs as part of the planning process has therefore been 

fundamental to the protection of remains and the generation of new data through excavation. The 

operation of this system has seen huge improvements in the way that archaeological remains have been 

preserved and recorded during development and in the way that archaeological risks to development have 

been managed.  

These are all positive aspects of the existing situation. However, the full benefits of the current 

arrangements are rarely realised because of a number of weaknesses in the way in which the system 

operates. Although the NPPF requires LPAs to maintain or have access to Historic Environment Records 

(HERs), there is no requirement for archaeological advisors to be engaged to deliver advice on how those 

records should be used or interpreted.  Because provision of LPA archaeological advisors is discretionary 

the level of service provided varies considerably from area to area, depending upon the importance 

accorded to it by different authorities; this situation also means that archaeological services are vulnerable 
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to reorganisation and changes in funding priorities.  Furthermore LPAs are under no obligation to take 

archaeological advice. The fact that the resource for which LPAs are responsible has no statutory 

protection means that LPAs and developers alike may undervalue its importance, despite evidence to the 

contrary. In some circumstances this can lead to LPAs going against archaeological advice, for example, 

when the LPA is itself the developer of a site of archaeological significance. An LPA’s opposition to a 

development may even lead to an archaeological advisor being constrained from offering impartial advice.   

It is important to remember that archaeological remains of significance – sometimes national - are 

frequently encountered through the planning system.  LPA archaeological advisors therefore have an 

important role in exercising professional judgement in order to determine the management and protection 

strategies appropriate to each site.  They also have a role to play within the development definition 

process in promoting the preservation of assets which contribute to local character, as required by the 

NPPF.  Archaeologists readily accept that change needs to take place for a vibrant and dynamic society. 

Managing that change ought to be a positive part of the development process but instead of being seen as 

a potential benefit to the community, archaeological advice is all too often is seen as negative and 

obstructive.  

At the present time there is considerable variability in the quality of the advice being given, particularly 

with regard to appropriate mitigation strategies and their effective integration with the development 

process. The quality of monitoring is also variable. LPAs are responsible for ensuring compliance with 

planning conditions; however, the degree to which different LPAs enforce conditions varies considerably. A 

particular area of weakness is the difficulty in ensuring that archaeological results become publicly 

available in a timely manner. Professional standards for archaeological advisors have only relatively 

recently been introduced with the publication by the IfA in 2012 of Standard and guidance for 

archaeological advice by historic environment services (which is endorsed by the Association of Local 

Government Archaeological Officers, ALGAO). Enforcement of these standards would improve the issues of 

inconsistent and variable quality of advice. 

HERs are fundamental to the provision of archaeological advice to LPAs. This is strength, in that the HERs 

provide a sound local context within which to consider the treatment of archaeological remains. However, 

it is difficult to combine the data from several adjoining HERs to allow the consideration of the significance 

of archaeological remains at the regional4 level. Although initiatives such as the Heritage Gateway 

(http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/gateway/) are starting to make HERs more accessible at the national 

level, as far as we are aware, it is currently not possible to combine all HER data to form coherent regional 

or national datasets. The fragmented, locally focused nature of HERs means that it is difficult to form  

evidence-based  assessments of the wider significance of archaeological remains uncovered during the 

development process and thus to advise on  how to “…  conserve them in a manner appropriate to their 

significance” (NPPF, 2012, 30). The lack of integrated HERs at the regional and national scale has other 

consequences. Firstly, archaeological remains recorded during development do not automatically help to 

enrich our national historical narrative. Secondly, researchers, whether academics, contracting 

archaeologists, LPA archaeological advisors, independent scholars or interested members of the public do 

not have easy access to the regional and national data and are thus unable to answer the “big picture” 

questions that should guide archaeological research. For all the successes of development-led 

                                                           
4
 The term “local” in this paper refers to individual Local Planning Authorities. The term “regional” does not equate to the former English regional 

chambers or the nine Government Office Regions (GOR), but smaller groupings of Local Planning Authorities. 

http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/gateway/
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archaeological recording since the introduction of PG16, these two shortcomings have been major failures. 

We consider possible solutions in the sections below. 

The Greater London Archaeological Advisory Service (GLAAS) of English Heritage offers an existing model 

which we believe addresses some of the above weaknesses.  GLAAS provides advice on planning issues 

related to the historic environment in 31 London boroughs, excluding the City and Southwark. The 

advantage of this model is that there is a centralised HER with standardised record requirements; this 

facilitates the provision of advice of a consistent standard. A further advantage is the fact that the service 

is independent of the LPAs which it advises; this allows an impartiality of advice not always possible for in-

house services. However, as GLAAS is dependent for its funding from EH it suffers the same vulnerability to 

changing priorities and funding cuts as embedded LPA archaeological services.  

2. Alternative models for providing planning advice: our recommendations 

We do not believe that the continuation of the status quo is sustainable in the long term. ALGAO has 

indicated that the provision of archaeological advice within LPAs is currently under pressure and is likely to 

get worse in the future. The loss of HERs and LPA archaeological advisors would result in the negative 

impacts listed in the bullet points under question 2 in the call for evidence. We believe that there is now an 

opportunity to address the problems we have identified within the present system.    

We consider that two key initiatives are required to promote effective protection of the historic 

environment: the enhancement of HERs and the establishment of archaeological teams with appropriate 

skills to provide consistent national coverage and advice.  We believe that this can best be achieved by the 

reorganisation of the provision of archaeological advice and HERs on a regional structure and this is 

discussed further below.    

It should be noted that current heritage legislation means that any new model will still have the inherent 

disadvantage that provision of archaeological advice is discretionary.  The only way in which this situation 

can change in the long term is for archaeology to be recognised as a matter of national interest and 

legislation to be introduced to acknowledge this.  

 

Historic Environment Records 

At present, as set out above, HER records are too focused upon the recording of site data with little 

commitment to resource the interpretation of data to facilitate the production of new information.  What 

is required is the compilation of records which provide consistent data about the past and which can be 

interrogated to inform future management.  This is an area where engagement of the university academic 

sector working with contractors and curators would be of great benefit (an example of this is the present 

Roman grey literature initiative). The information which it is possible to glean from well-constructed data 

sets allows a clearer understanding of relative significance of heritage assets to be determined, ultimately 

facilitating the effective targeting of resources.  

We would seek to build regional HERs by integrating HERs currently held by LPAs.  Through the 

establishment of fewer, regional HERs with a single data structure it should be possible to combine these 

into a networked or virtual national HER. Crucially the regional HERs should be focused on the end-user 

and should allow broad research questions to be addressed. This would enable the protection of 
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archaeological remains to be considered within a framework of local, regional and national research 

priorities, giving a clearer understanding of significance, most probably at reduced cost and certainly with 

greater efficiency. 

Deposition, access and dissemination of HER data are fundamental issues. There is currently little or no 

obligation on archaeological contractors to submit information and too few projects reach the public 

domain. Appropriate procedures would need to be established to ensure digital archiving, linked to the 

ready retrieval of all archaeological reports. 

English Heritage is aware of the need to improve access to and integration of existing HERs in its current 

NHPP Activity Plan 5CI “This Activity recognises the need to work across the sector to establish better 

standards of access; integration and content for historic environment data, whether in English Heritage, 

Local Authorities or with other organisations by working towards content consistency and management 

and new approaches to interoperability, access, data exchange and coverage.” Unfortunately only £510k 

has been allocated to these tasks over four years, suggesting a low priority. 

 

Archaeological Advice 

Regional groups would offer economies of scale, acting as centres of professional excellence and a focal 

point for both academic and third sector involvement; the regional model thus also offers the opportunity 

to achieve a critical mass of expertise. The composition and resourcing of groups would have to be based 

upon areas which can be shown to have archaeological integrity and would need to take account of 

development pressures within the region and the size of the archaeological resource. Organisation would 

probably be by reference to landscape region. For example Norfolk, Suffolk and perhaps the Fenland parts 

of Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire. Any regionally based model would require an overarching political 

structure drawn from the LPAs within that region. For example, the model adopted in Greater Manchester 

for such service provision could be explored.  

Although archaeology must always be conducted within a broader geographical and intellectual framework 

it is fundamentally a locally-based discipline, no matter whether the archaeological assets are of regional, 

national or international importance.  Its practice and outcomes impact locally and there are – and should 

be - many opportunities for members of third sector organisations to get involved with archaeology; 

examples include desk-based research, archive record compilation and excavation (on some sites).  

The preservation and recording of archaeological remains as part of the planning and development process 

are undertaken for wider public benefit. However, realising that benefit through public participation and 

dissemination of archaeological results often takes a lower priority to excavation and recording and has 

thus been difficult to achieve.  In contrast, the Heritage Lottery Fund has placed public benefit at the heart 

of any project that they chose to support. 

The regional model suggested above would offer a focus for third sector involvement through 

collaboration on projects emerging from the HERs, regional research themes and development-led 

archaeological projects. The model would also have the advantage of providing the opportunity for third 

sector participation within the context of professionally-led and monitored archaeological initiatives. This 

would not only facilitate compliance with appropriate professional standards but, most importantly, 

enhance local participation in community engagement and democracy.  
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Turning to marine archaeology, at the present time LPA responsibility for the marine archaeological 

heritage generally stops at low water mark. Since 2002 when the National Heritage Act extended English 

Heritage’s remit to territorial waters, there has been a marked increase in the amount of archaeology 

carried out in advance of marine development. However LPA expertise in this area of archaeology is 

limited.  Regional groups would facilitate access to specialist advice for those authorities with marine 

archaeological responsibilities. 

 

3. Means of implementing an alternative model  

We realise that the creation of regional HERs and archaeological advisory teams will be a difficult and 

complex process. Existing LPA teams will have to join with others, and mechanisms found to sustain them. 

These might include the operation of the regional teams as Trusts, or an agreement between several LPAs 

to fund and share a single service.  As England’s lead heritage body, we believe that it should be the 

responsibility of the new reformed Historic England to foster and promote the national and regional 

framework for historic environment protection, including both designated and non-designated 

archaeological remains.   

We believe that existing standards are sound but are not applied effectively.  The key requirement is for 

national standards which are binding upon all archaeological providers and advisors. Once any new 

delivery model is determined, standards should be re-assessed and if necessary new standards produced 

to ensure the success of the model adopted.  Serious consideration should also be given to a form of 

licensing of archaeological bodies, both advisory and investigatory, to ensure that the performance of all 

archaeologists is of a consistently high quality.   

Historic England should be required to monitor the performance of the regional archaeological advisory 

teams in relation to the new standards (this in turn raises the issue of who monitors the performance of 

Historic England).  This role would be facilitated if Historic England were to extend the initiative embodied 

in ‘Conservation Principles’ published in 2008 by English Heritage (which provides best practice guidance to 

EH staff) to all LPAs. This would support the quality of decision-making “with the ultimate objective of 

creating a management regime for all aspects of the historic environment that is clear and transparent in 

its purpose and sustainable in its application”. The various professional and sectorial bodies (e.g. The 

Institute for Archaeologists, (IfA) the Association of Local Government Archaeological Officers (ALGAO), 

and the Federation of Archaeological Managers and Employers (FAME)  should also all have roles to play in 

monitoring compliance with agreed standards.  

 

Conclusion 

We believe that our recommended delivery model for archaeological advice to LPAs offers a structure 

which will broaden participation, enhance archaeological research and provide information which will 

more effectively inform planning decisions.  Underpinning this structure is the principle that all 

archaeological work should ultimately be focused upon public benefit, promoting social cohesion and 

making a positive contribution to the lives of local communities.  
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John S C Lewis FSA 

General Secretary 

Society of Antiquaries of London  
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14. Society of Antiquaries Scotland 

____________________________________________________ 

 

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland response to the CALL FOR WRITTEN EVIDENCE INTO 

THE FUTURE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ARCHAEOLOGY SERVICES 

 

The Society is pleased to be able to respond to this important call for evidence. Information on the Society 

is available on its website; having been formed in 1780 and instituted by Royal Warrant in 1783 it is the 

senior body in Scotland that aims to promote the research, understanding and conservation of the 

archaeological and historic environment of Scotland for the benefit of all. It will actively support research 

in the field and advocate good practice. It will promote the results of its research and that of others to the 

widest possible audience. Society members (called Fellows - numbering around 3000) and its governing 

Council are drawn from across a wide range of interests in Scotland’s past. 

 

We recognise that this inquiry is limited to England, but would like to comment from a 

Scottish point of view and will attempt to frame our evidence around those questions that we feel 

adequately informed to answer: 

 

The existing models for local government archaeology services: 

 

The system of local government archaeology services in England often differs from that in Scotland, owing 

much to the various complexities of how local government works in England. Simply put, the flat Local 

Authority model in Scotland allows for a simpler delivery of service, including archaeological services, than 

that seen in England. In addition, in Scotland we are about to introduce an overarching Historic 

Environment Strategy, linked to both a national Archaeology Strategy and Scotland’s Historic Environment 

Data (SHED) Strategy. This has allowed the overarching principles and vision to be carefully articulated to 

ensure that all archaeology services, including Local Authority services have clarity of Vision and work 

within an agreed framework that sets out specifically the value of the historic environment in Scotland. 

Local Authority archaeology services are delivered in Scotland through a variety of differing models, 

including independent trusts, commercial archaeology companies, shared services and in-house Local 

Authority staff. Where necessary this is implemented through Service Level Agreements and no single 

model is seen as a panacea for the entire of Scotland. 

 

The consequences should a Local Authority in Scotland (and in England the same would apply to whichever 

local government model prevailing) lose its archaeological service would be a serious detriment to the 

historic environment and incur critical loss of public benefit. The potential includes, but is not limited to, a 

massive loss of archaeological evidence (through both loss of archaeological sites without intervention and 

a reduction in the reporting of finds), a significant impact on the viability of the commercial sector (who 

rely on the nonstatutory provision of archaeological advice in the planning process as a significant aspect 

of their work, as well as the knowledge held by local government in terms of the historic environment) and 

a reduction in community engagement (both in interaction with archaeological projects and in the 
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provision of information through archives and museums). In addition, with regard to one of the key tenets 

of the new Historic Environment Strategy for Scotland, which emphasises the ‘mainstreaming’ of the 

historic environment into policy and public practice, such a loss would inevitably impact on the 

deliverability of this key target. It is often easy to underestimate the size of the coal face at which the local 

government archaeology services work, but they are one of the key linchpins in delivering much of what 

we value in our historic environment, from a basic understanding of our past and the importance of our 

places, through community understanding and betterment to regeneration and investment (e.g. both 

private and through agri-environment schemes). 

 

In addition, in Scotland there is a national repository for archive at the Royal Commission on the Ancient 

and Historical Monuments in Scotland (RCAHMS, soon to become Historic Environment Scotland - HES) and 

we also have a system of Treasure Trove, both of which lead to a different regime for archive and artefact 

deposition and curation than in England.  

 

However, we face similar problems with regard to archive and artefact storage and access, an issue now 

under active consideration as part of the various Strategies in Scotland. In both countries, the 

requirements of planning-led archaeology have increased the scale of material evidence we have, to the 

benefit of our understanding, but this has implications for local and national government, as well as private 

archaeological companies, who must deal with enormous amounts of material recovered from excavations 

and other archaeological projects in terms of long-term storage, recording and accessibility. The archive 

and artefactual evidence retrieved from archaeological interventions is the crucial knowledge base on 

which our understanding of our past is based, and is a vitally important part of ensuring archaeological 

services are effectively delivered regardless of their constitutional model. 

 

Alternative models for providing planning advice: 

 

It is unlikely that most service models aren’t already operating in England (such as those noted above for 

Scotland), so it is more a case of examining those that work well and implementing contextual best-

practice to the entire service provision across the country. The Society would emphasise the importance of 

partnership working, implemented via Service Level Agreements, which may be a way of making the 

current resource stretch further. 

 

However, the ongoing decline in professional staff (e.g. EH/ALGAO/IHBC (2012) A Fourth 

Report on Local Authority Staff Resources) must be halted otherwise a tipping point will be reached where 

local government will no longer be able to adequately protect and manage the historic environment. 

The 87 archaeological services in England (compared to the 16 in Scotland) would also benefit from 

Regional Boards to facilitate that partnership working, training and skills development, and as a forum for 

dealing with common areas of work (cross boundary projects, marine and maritime issues etc). These 

Boards could create more collaborative, sustainable, and productive regions, perhaps as few as 10, not 

specifically as a cost saving proposal, but one that can secure greater coordination and simple 

comprehension between and within related activities and geographical regions. Such Boards, where 

adequately skilled, may also be able to advise on artefact and archive deposition and curation in many 

instances, taking a broader, longer-term and more strategic view than individual local government systems 

might be able to. 
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One significant issue that will have particular bearing on this question is the proposed division of English 

Heritage, which has a significant and under-rated impact on local government archaeology services in 

England. The call for evidence mentions a “national framework of heritage protection” although it is 

unclear whether this is a physical framework (with for example, closer linkages, shared services, and SLA’s 

between the national body and local government) or an overarching strategy setting out national 

principles and policy. Both could usefully be fully explored in the light of the proposed changes. 

 

At a recent archaeological seminar the Abercromby Professor of Archaeology in the University of 

Edinburgh commented on the large number of databases and information resources that must be 

consulted to get a national view of archaeological sites in England. The creation of a nationally agreed 

SHED Strategy in Scotland has articulated the need for an accessible and coordinated repository of 

information on Scotland’s past, again to be delivered through close collaboration between local 

government and national bodies. Such a Strategy would be a useful starting point for England, and could 

build on the Scottish strategy model to usefully incorporate artefactual as well as archival materials. A 

better coordinated national approach to archives and artefacts would help stabilise the position in 

England, but with the split of English Heritage it is unclear with whom such responsibilities would lie, nor 

whether they would be adequately resourced. 

 

Your recommendation: 

 

The Society hesitates to provide recommendations to a specifically English inquiry, but we would hope that 

our response to this call for evidence highlights some of the potential for best-practice, not simply in aping 

Scottish models, but in evaluating which models work best in particular contexts, gaining advice from 

alternative situations and building on the experience of others. 

 

Broader collaboration: 

 

One aspect that the Society can recommend is that the process of discussion and negotiation, when 

handled transparently and encouraging all options to be considered among all participant groups in the 

historic environment, can be as beneficial for the historic environment and its investigation, protection, 

management and promotion, as the final agreed policy or framework. Our experience of creating a 

national Scottish Archaeological Research Framework bears this out, and emphasised the need for the 

active participation of a genuinely independent third-sector organisation to bring people together without 

prejudice. When considering the operation of archaeological services it is vitally important to involve the 

users of such services as well as those charged with their provision and management, and these will 

inevitably include third-sector non-government organisations. The potential of such an arrangement is also 

reinforced through the proposed governance of the Historic Environment Strategy for Scotland, which 

although chaired by the Cabinet Secretary for Culture and External Affairs is avowedly to be sector led. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Dr Simon Gilmour 

Director 
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director@socantscot.org  
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15. Joint Nautical Archaeology Policy Committee 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

The Joint Nautical Archaeology Policy Committee (JNAPC) has pleasure in responding to this call for 

evidence and welcomes this important initiative. 

 

The JNAPC was formed in 1988 from individuals and representatives of institutions who wished to raise 

awareness of the United Kingdom’s underwater cultural heritage and to persuade government that 

underwater sites of historic importance should receive no less protection than those on land. Summary 

information on the JNAPC and its membership is attached in appendices 2 & 3 below. 

The JNAPC would be pleased to give evidence in person to the Inquiry if invited. 

Our response is as follows: 

 

The existing models for local government archaeology services: 

 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards?  

 

1.1. Although maritime archaeologists wish to see a seamless transition between the management and 

protection of the historic environment on land and at sea, there are differences in the respective 

regulatory systems which have to be acknowledged. The Town and Country Planning regime (which 

extends to the mean low water mark) to a great extent revolves around local planning authorities, 

whereas the marine planning and licensing regime introduced by the Marine and Coastal Access Act 

2009 sits largely outside the local authority decision-making process. 

1.2. Local government archaeology services are geared to providing advice to local planning authorities and 

others in the terrestrial planning process, whereas the primary source of archaeological advice in the 

marine zone is English Heritage whose maritime team contains considerable expertise and experience 

in this field. 

1.3. There is some overlap between the two regimes (for instance, in the inter-tidal zone) and local 

authorities have significant engagement in respect of developments within sight of land. Defra has just 

published A Coastal Concordat for England (2013)5 setting out the approach in such cases. 

1.4. Professional standards produced by the Institute for Archaeologists 

(http://www.archaeologists.net/codes/ifa) are equally applicable in terrestrial and marine contexts 

and are upheld by English Heritage. However, as with local government funding, English Heritage is 

                                                           
5
 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/256234/coastal-concordat-

20131111.pdf 
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under increasing financial pressure and Historic England’s ability to provide archaeological advice in a 

marine context will be dependent upon the resources made available to it. 

1.5. Given the differing regulatory regimes on land and at sea, the following questions in the Call for 

Evidence are for the most part directed to the operation of the terrestrial planning system. The 

problems which the marine historic environment faces are more deep-seated and do not stop at the 

12NM limit. A summary of the key points is set out in appendix 1. 

 

5. How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

 

5.1. Alternative models (particularly if they involved a pooling of expertise as in the regional model in 

Wales) could cope with maritime archaeological heritage out to the 12NM limit in partnership with 

English Heritage, provided that they were adequately resourced and operating within clearly defined 

boundaries. However, any such model would have to address current issues such as maritime HER 

provision. 

5.2. Moreover, alternative models would not provide the answers to all the challenges facing maritime 

archaeological heritage (see paragraph 1.5 above and appendix 1). 

 

 

11 February 2014 

 

APPENDIX 1 

KEY ISSUES IN MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY 

 Adoption and ratification of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural 

Heritage (UCH) 2001 providing much needed clarity and clear procedures related to UCH outside 

the territorial sea (beyond 12 nautical miles). Currently the UK supports the Annex to the 

Convention. 

 Current lack of provisions for UCH beyond the Territorial Sea (UK Continental Shelf, international 

waters - High Seas, and the waters of other coastal states). This is a serious problem, not least 

because activities in the Offshore Regions are regulated and addressed in marine plans, and 

provision is being made for extensive marine conservation zones, but with little or no provision for 

archaeological data and advice, and the capacity of the UK heritage agencies to engage in UCH in 

the Offshore Regions is limited by the ambiguity of their remit, their lack of in-house data, and lack 

of resources (staff). 

 The need therefore for a cross-departmental system of management of the Royal Navy (MOD) and 

other historic wrecks in international waters under the leadership of DCMS. The Government needs 

better clarity and liaison between the different interests that it holds in the marine environment 

(DCMS, MOD, FCO, and DfT) – there is a need for an inter-governmental mechanism to ensure 

joined-up thinking with DCMS having the clear authority and lead with regard to UCH. The key point 

is that the UK is world leader in maritime archaeology education and research but has failed to 

protect its own UCH. 
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 There is no UK museum that deals with UCH in its broadest sense. There is a need for a National 

lead museum in the UK for maritime heritage and the development of improved museum facilities 

and archives. Although the Mary Rose Trust has been nominated as the lead UK museum for 

maritime archaeology and conservation it receives no public money for this purpose and has no 

remit or funds for the storage of data, archives and material from other projects. Also the lack of 

space for data and archives is an increasingly serious problem which is common to terrestrial 

archaeology as well, and is exacerbated by the pressures on Local Authorities (e.g. museums) which 

means that the options for permanent storage and display are reducing. On land these go to 

regional and national museums and resource centres and are more often curated, protected and 

accessible for future research. But there is a policy and legislative gap for maritime sites, which falls 

outside museum collection areas. Artefacts and archives, a crucial part of national heritage, are 

caught in limbo, un-curated, inaccessible to public and researchers alike and sometimes even sold. 

The key problem in this area is division between the museum sector and archaeology/heritage in 

Government and policy. 

 A new Heritage Protection Act which would protect submerged landscapes and remove historic 

wrecks from the salvage regime. A move away from single site/wreck designations (1973 Protection 

of Wrecks Act) and towards landscape/seascape wide designations, for a number of reasons. 

Scotland’s model in designating Historic Marine Protected Areas should be considered. 

 Development of an evidence base of submerged maritime sites beyond 12 nautical miles in order 

to inform future management. The existing UK Maritime Record only covers territorial waters. 

 Funding: for a country steeped in maritime history it is shocking that many of the current maritime 

archaeology projects are funded by avocational divers, with even less funds available for 

conservation and research of artefacts. The UK heritage agencies do what they can, but have barely 

sufficient funds to look after designated wreck sites. 

 Enforcement: there has to be strict enforcement if designation/protection is to be meaningful and 

successful, and the maritime resource is at risk just as the terrestrial sites are threatened. Many 

coastal police forces simply are not aware of the PWA 1973 nor do they have adequate resources to 

police these sites. 

 Capacity Building - much more work to be done here in all aspects of maritime archaeology. There 

is a skill shortage of individuals capable of working on large maritime heritage projects. 

 The major funder for UK Heritage, the HLF, does not appear to undertake works that deal with the 

protection of UCH. It appears unwilling to engage. 

 

APPENDIX 2 

JOINT  NAUTICAL  ARCHAEOLOGY  POLICY  COMMITTEE 

THE JNAPC   -   PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 

 

The JNAPC was formed in 1988 from individuals and representatives of institutions who wished to raise 

awareness of Britain’s underwater cultural heritage and to persuade government that underwater sites of 

historic importance should receive no less protection than those on land. 
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The JNAPC launched Heritage at Sea in May 1989, which put forward proposals for the better protection of 

archaeological sites underwater. Recommendations covered improved legislation and better reporting of 

finds, a proposed inventory of underwater sites, the waiving of fees by the Receiver of Wreck, the 

encouragement of seabed operators to undertake pre-disturbance surveys, greater responsibility by the 

Ministry of Defence and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office for their historic wrecks, proper 

management by government agencies of underwater sites, and the education and the training of sports 

divers to respect and conserve the underwater historic environment. 

 

Government responded to Heritage at Sea in its White Paper This Common Inheritance in December 1990 

in which it was announced that the Receiver’s fees would be waived, the Royal Commission on the 

Historical Monuments of England would be funded to prepare a Maritime Record of sites, and funding 

would be made available for the Nautical Archaeology Society to employ a full time training officer to 

develop its training programmes. Most importantly the responsibility for the administration of the 1973 

Protection of Wrecks Act was also transferred from the Department of Transport, where it sat rather 

uncomfortably, to the then heritage ministry, the Department of the Environment. Subsequently 

responsibility passed to the Department of National Heritage, which has since become the Department for 

Culture, Media and Sport. 

 

The aim of the JNAPC has been to raise the profile of nautical archaeology in both government and diving 

circles and to present a consensus upon which government and other organisations can act. Heritage at 

Sea was followed up by Still at Sea in May 1993 which drew attention to outstanding issues, the Code of 

Practice for Seabed Developers was launched in January 1995, and an archaeological leaflet for divers, 

Underwater Finds - What to Do, was published in January 1998 in collaboration with the Sports Diving 

Associations BSAC, PADI and SAA. The more detailed explanatory brochure, Underwater Finds - Guidance 

for Divers, followed in May 2000 and Wreck Diving – Don’t Get Scuttled, an educational brochure for divers, 

was published in October 2000. 

 

The JNAPC continues its campaign for the education of all sea users about the importance of our nautical 

heritage. The JNAPC will be seeking better funding for nautical archaeology and improved legislation, a 

subject on which it has published initial proposals for change in Heritage Law at Sea in June 2000 and An 

Interim Report on The Valletta Convention & Heritage Law at Sea in 2003. The latter made detailed 

recommendations for legal and administrative changes to improve protection of the UK’s underwater 

cultural heritage.  

 

The JNAPC played a major role in English Heritage’s review of marine archaeological legislation and in 

DCMS’s consultation exercise Protecting our Marine Historic Environment: Making the System Work Better, 

and was represented on the DCMS Salvage Working Group reviewing potential requirements for new 

legislation. The JNAPC has also been working towards the ratification of the UNESCO Convention on the 

Protection of the Underwater Cultural heritage 2001 with the preparation of the Burlington House 

Declaration, which was presented to Government in 2006 and the Seminar on the Protection of 

Underwater Cultural Heritage in International Waters Adjacent to the UK in November 2010. 

 

In 2013 the JNAPC was officially accredited as an NGO to the Scientific and Technical Advisory Board and to 

the Meeting of States Parties of the 2001 UNESCO Convention. 
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The JNAPC continues to work for the improved protection of underwater cultural heritage in both 

territorial and international waters. 
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16. War Memorials Trust 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

The existing models for local government archaeology services: 

 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards? 

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

c. What trends have you identified? 

 

Please give examples where possible. 

 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities?  

The inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential  

 loss of archaeological sites without intervention  

 loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums  

 increased uncertainty and cost for developers  

 failure to target advice and grants in rural areas  

 loss of essential archaeological skills. 

 

There is the very real risk that planning applications will be determined without the appropriate 

professional input and advice which could result in the loss of archaeological sites. A particular problem is 

the lack of a full record of important non-designated heritage assets (in the case of war memorials they are 

normally non-designated because they do not meet the basic criteria for designation, such as being 

freestanding, rather than a lack of architectural or historic interest), which means that planning 

applications are made and decided without knowledge of the potential impact on some non-designated 

assets. The NPPF is clear that impact on non-designated heritage assets should be taken into account when 

determining planning applications. It is important that HERs are maintained to ensure that there is a 

suitable location for details of non-designated heritage assets to be accessed and consulted as part of 

planning applications so they are not unnecessarily damaged or destroyed. 

 

In the experience of War Memorials Trust it is common for there to be local objections to potential loss of 

non-designated heritage assets (particularly plaques and fields/recreation grounds which are war 

memorials) once a planning application has been submitted. This can cause delays to applications and 

impact on the applicant potentially having to alter a scheme or re-submit an application. If the existence or 

importance of these memorials had been formally recorded then it would simplify the process as all parties 
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would be aware of the impact on heritage assets prior to an application. The logical location for this 

information is the HER as this is accessible to the public, local authorities and developers, so it is important 

that there are resources for this to be appropriately updated. Furthermore, the Trust has seen a positive 

example where an archaeologist at the local authority has managed a controversial development affecting 

war memorials. As the archaeologists are based locally and have local knowledge they are more likely to be 

aware of heritage assets and can engage with developers at an early stage to make appropriate 

arrangements for heritage assets. 

 

There is also the risk of local authorities not being able to comply competently with the responsibilities 

conferred on them in the NPPF. For example, item 128 states when determining planning applications 

which do or could impact on assets with archaeological interest, planning authorities should require 

developers to submit ‘..an appropriate desk based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation.’ 

Firstly, it is important the local authority is able to advise which level of information is required and then to 

be able to assess its suitability and conclusions when supplied. 

 

Furthermore, this item also goes on to state that at a minimum the local HER should be consulted as part 

of an application. If the local authority does not have this in-house expertise then it will not be able to fulfil 

its responsibilities. 

 

Alternative models for providing planning advice: 

The inquiry will consider other models for the provision of archaeological advice to local authorities. 

3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry’s attention? 

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

No comment. 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

No comment. 

5. How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

No comment. 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 

No comment. 

 

Your recommendation: 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice? 

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

b. If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 
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Broader collaboration: 

The inquiry is keen to hear how others could contribute to improving or maintaining existing levels of 

service. 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection? 

Volunteers could assist archaeologists, such as those at HERs, by providing information for them to include 

in the HER, such as location of heritage assets, photographs etc. 

Furthermore, it may be possible to tap into existing information or initiatives in the third-sector to assist 

with protection. For example, War Memorials Trust, supported by English Heritage, has produced a 

website called War Memorials Online (www.warmemorialsonline.org.uk). This website seeks to create a 

greater understanding of the condition of war memorials in the UK as well as ensuring there is a record of 

them. Information can be directly uploaded by members of the public and in 2014 it will be possible for 

HERs to download information on memorials in their area as a .csv file so it can be added to the HER. 

Therefore, this is an opportunity for heritage assets (particularly non-designated ones) to be added to 

HERs. In light of the centenary of World War I it is important that local authorities are seen to be protecting 

memorials and it is also an opportunity to harness the public’s interest in the centenary to try and get a 

record of as many memorials as possible on HERs. 

This involvement from the third-sector and volunteers would serve to assist archaeology professionals and 

not as a replacement for their expertise. 
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17. The Portable Antiquities Scheme 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 The Future of Local Government Archaeological Services: 

 

Submission from the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS)  

 

The PAS was established to record archaeological finds found by the public in England and Wales, to 

advance archaeological knowledge for public benefit. Since 1997 it has recorded 930,000 finds onto its 

online database (www.find.org.uk/database) and this information made available to HERs. Its 38 locally-

based Finds Liaison Officers (FLOs) proactively reach out to finders to encourage them record items of 

archaeological interest, and are increasingly making use of volunteers to increase capacity. The PAS is 

funded through DCMS Grant in Aid to the British Museum, and is an increasingly important part of the 

British Museum’s work in the regions.  

 

 The PAS is extremely concerned by the potential threat to HERs posed by funding cuts to local 

authorities and the need for local authorities to preserve other front-line services. Without properly 

funded HERs there is a great risk that the nation’s heritage assets will be unnecessarily put at risk, 

even damaged or destroyed, particularly through the development control process, especially if this 

excludes appropriate assessments by properly trained HER Officers.  

 

 Without HERs being properly maintained and updated, such as through the assimilation of data via 

on going archaeological work (both professional and amateur, including PAS data), this will be to 

the detriment of those wishing to understand their local archaeology, undertake further 

archaeological fieldwork, as well as research; it is noteworthy that much research using PAS data 

also draws upon HER data, as well as that from museum collections and archives.  

 

 There are, however, inconsistencies in the ways in which HERs operate through England, and 

elsewhere. It would be of benefit, for example, if all used the same database. This would enable 

data (such as that of the PAS) to be imported more effectively and efficiently. Also there are 

variable ways in which data is inputted and managed, meaning that those using HER data for 

research have to deal with these complexities of using different datasets; for example some HERs 

import PAS data, or use it as a separate layer for interrogation, or ignore it.  

 

 There may be ways in which HERs can better harness public interest in archaeology. As identified in 

the briefing paper, most HERs probably consider community outreach and education work as 

secondary to development control work. This is understandable given the constraints on resources, 

both in terms of manpower and finances. Nonetheless, working with the public ensures greater 

public awareness of the value of HERs, and may also help increase capacity. The PAS, for example, 

has been awarded a grant by the HLF to develop the ways in which it works with volunteers. It is 

hoped (if the project is fully funded) that, through better working with volunteers, this will generate 
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new interest in finds work, as well as increasing capacity; currently more finds are being reported to 

the PAS than its FLOs can record.  

 

 The PAS believes that the continued provision of an adequately maintained and up to date record 

of archaeological assets of each local government area is of fundamental importance for the 

protection of the historic environment. It might be suggested that some savings could be made by 

merging some of the smaller HERs, but the Government needs to appreciate that the whole 

framework of archaeological protection in England depends on the maintenance of a network of 

HERs fit for purpose.  

 

 

 

Dr Roger Bland & Dr Michael Lewis  

 

Portable Antiquities Scheme  

 

10 February 2014   
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18. Historic Metallurgy Society 

____________________________________________________ 

 

HISTORICAL METALLURGY SOCIETY RESPONSE TO THE CONSULTATION ON THE FUTURE 

OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ARCHAEOLOGY SERVICES 

 

About the Historical Metallurgy Society: 

The Historical Metallurgy Society, which is of international standing, has a current membership of c 470, of 

whom c 300 are UK-based; primarily individuals but also some academic institutions and libraries. The 

Society’s principal aims are ‘the furtherance of the study, investigation, description, publication and 

preservation of the historical and archaeological evidence and heritage of all aspects of metal extraction, 

production and related artefact manufacture and use’. The Society’s interests include the extraction of 

metalliferous ores, their processing and refining, the manufacture of metallic items and the role of metals 

in society – including a wide range of archaeological, historical and industrial interests from the Bronze Age 

to the modern age.  

The Society is a registered charity, and while many of its Officers and active members are also heritage 

professionals we all give our time to Society activities on an unpaid volunteer basis; we therefore 

understand and participate in both the professional and voluntary sectors of archaeology and the historic 

environment.  

The Society has produced a range of guidelines and datasheets relating to various aspects of archaeo-

metallurgy in Britain.  

http://hist-met.org/resources/guidelines.html   

http://hist-met.org/resources/datasheets.html   

We also produced the UK-wide research framework Metals and Metalworking  

http://hist-met.org/publications/hms-occasional-publications.html  

We understand this consultation as relating specifically to the future of local government archaeology in 

England, although inviting reference to systems in other parts of the UK.  Our submission concentrates on 

our areas of specialist interest. 

 

Responses to the consultation questions: 

1. Do you consider the present system of advice provided from and to local authorities of different 

types to be working satisfactorily and to acceptable professional standards? 

a. Do you have evidence of local authorities acting without archaeological advice, or with clearly 

inadequate provision? Which are they? 

b. Do you have evidence of local authorities planning or considering acting without archaeological 

advice, or with clearly inadequate provision? Which are they? 

http://hist-met.org/resources/guidelines.html
http://hist-met.org/resources/datasheets.html
http://hist-met.org/publications/hms-occasional-publications.html
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c. What trends have you identified? 

We consider that the working of the present system has been patchy – at best it has worked well, but we 

have always been aware of some authorities with very limited HER coverage, and/or making very little use 

of archaeological advice.   However our impression is that the areas of poor coverage have increased 

rapidly over the last few years, and we suspect that reduced data-entry into HERs may be causing long-

term erosion of their quality even in areas where the service remains superficially good.  Provision for 

conservation and scientific analysis (for example of metal artefacts and metal-working wastes) in curatorial 

briefs has been a widespread difficulty even where the system has generally worked well – this reflects the 

inevitable lack of specialist expertise within small curatorial-archaeology units, and has been partly 

addressed at the curatorial-brief level by the provision of Regional Science Advisers by English Heritage, 

and at conservation and analysis level by the EH archaeological science laboratories.   

In theory, HERs interchange information regularly with the National Monuments Record maintained by 

English Heritage.  In practice, this interchange appears to be erratic, with substantial numbers of sites 

recorded in one but not the other, or recorded in both but with major discrepancies.  HER records also 

suffer from inadequate on-the-ground verification.  Within our area of expertise, a field-assessment of 

bloomery ironmaking sites in two sample area of the Lake District National Park (Cranstone 2003, 

attached) indicated that at least 6 of 59 HER/SMR records were mis-located duplicate entries, and another 

3 were fundamentally misidentified – while this research is relatively old, we understand that the issues 

have not been addressed. 

The online accessibility of HER entries varies greatly (and is totally separate from that of the NMR, 

accessible via Pastscape).  This lack of a single portal limits the value of the HERs for research (whether 

academic or by the voluntary-sector researcher). 

Many of the above problems arose historically from the lack of any statutory backing for local government 

archaeology.  This has been partially addressed by the NPPF’s requirement for planning authorities to have 

access to a HER supported by expert advice, but we do not see evidence that this requirement is being 

enforced and are unclear as to what enforcement mechanism exists. 

 

2. What are the consequences of inadequate provision of archaeological advice to local authorities? 

The inquiry is particularly interested in the real or potential 

• loss of archaeological sites without intervention 

• loss of public benefits from participation opportunities, dissemination of the results of 

archaeological work, archives of the products of that work and interpretation via museums 

• increased uncertainty and cost for developers 

• failure to target advice and grants in rural areas 

• loss of essential archaeological skills 

We agree that all the above are certain consequences of the inadequate provision of archaeological advice 

to local authorities. We would add the loss of broader archaeological and historical information and 

understanding (not just of individual sites), and loss of ‘sense of place’, among both professional users and 

the wider public. 
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3. What other models in England, elsewhere in the UK, or further afield would you like to draw to the 

inquiry's attention? 

a. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

In Wales, archaeological curatorial, planning and development control functions are maintained on behalf 

of local authorities (including the three National Parks) by the four Welsh Archaeological Trusts. The four 

Trusts maintain close formal and informal links with each other and with agencies of Welsh government 

(such as Cadw and NRW), and co-operate closely to maintain HER Wales and the public online access 

system, Archwilio. Funding for the Welsh curatorial services comes in part from Welsh Government (via 

grant aid from Cadw and the Royal Commission for the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales) and 

partly from local authorities under various Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and similar arrangements.   

This system ensures a consistent approach to planning and development control within each of the four 

Welsh regions and across Wales as a whole.  It also ensures a consistent HER coverage, and a single easily-

usable public portal for consultation.  It also produces curatorial organisations of sufficient size to achieve 

‘critical mass’ in terms of the range of staff skills and expertise, though problems do remain with the 

smaller specialisms such as our own. 

 

4. What role could the proposed Historic England play with local authorities and other partners to 

create a national framework of heritage protection? 

We see the completion and practical adoption of the NHPP as being at the core of the national framework, 

in particular the full implementation of the requirement on local authorities to have access to an HER with 

adequate expertise.  We also see the continuation, and if at all possible the augmentation, of the current 

EH Regional Science Adviser network and of the EH archaeological science laboratories as essential for the 

protection of the technological heritage (of all periods) and for environmental archaeology; given the 

specialist expertise and sophisticated equipment required for much of this work, we consider that it can 

only be provided at a national level, and that this national-level backup forms an essential support both for 

local government archaeology and for third-sector involvement.  We also consider that the proposed 

Historic England (HE) will have an essential role in ensuring that all HERs comply with developing national 

standards, in ensuring prompt and comprehensive interchange between the HERs and the NMR (assuming 

that these remain separate databases), and in enabling a single-portal online access to the English HERs, 

preferably sharing a portal with the NMR.  The quality control function of HE in relation to HERs could 

include acting as ‘curator of last resort’ for authorities that consistently fail to make adequate provision 

from their own resources; this would presumably need to be funded by a charge on the authority(ies), and 

we suggest that any such arrangement be made on terms which would discourage Local Planning 

Authorities (LPAs) from adopting it, rather than viewing it as an easy option. 

 

5. How well do/could alternative models cope with the maritime archaeological heritage out to the 

12NM limit? 

We have no comment to make on this question. 

 

6. Do you believe that sector-produced standards are sufficient to underpin diverse models of service 

provision? Please elaborate on any suggested improvements 
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The standards produced by ALGAO and the IfA are generally sufficient as things stand at present. However 

more detailed standards, and a more robust mechanism for ensuring that standards are maintained, would 

be extremely desirable – all the more so if changes are implemented as a result of this review. We would 

strongly suggest that future legislation or planning guidance is worded such that HERs either become IfA 

Registered Organisations, or are fully staffed by corporate Members of the IfA, in order to ensure 

compliance with such standards.  

 

7. What would be your preferred model for the provision of archaeological advice? 

a. Is your preference for continuation of the status quo? 

b. If not, which model or models for alternative provision would you recommend, and why? 

We consider that the prime requirement is for a nationally-comprehensive, consistent and adequately-

resourced system, backed by adequate statutory requirements on LPAs – this is more important than the 

specific model(s).  We are also aware that any major change to the system of provision will involve 

substantial short-term costs and disruption, at a time of great financial stringency.   

However, given the financial climate for the foreseeable future, we feel that localised HERs are not 

sustainable - larger areal databases are needed - but that local management of input to and use of the HER 

is key to delivering a high quality service. We suggest therefore that local HERs be merged with each other 

and the NMR to form a single (English-)national database, but with improved local interfaces (face-to-face 

and digital) for developers, heritage professionals and public alike.  At least some of the data entry should 

be done at the local interfaces (potentially involving inputting by community groups and other third-sector 

groups), and these would also have a key role in ground-verification of existing and of new remotely-

generated records, in inputting from local sources of information, and in promoting closer contact with 

community groups and other local enthusiasts. 

As regards the location of the local element of this system, the Welsh system has much to recommend it. 

As noted at (3) above, it ensures a consistent approach to the provision of archaeological advice across 

Wales as a whole. Moreover, the Welsh Archaeological Trusts, by retaining both curatorial and field 

services in-house, contain a higher level of expertise and experience than most local authority curatorial 

bodies in England and so provide significantly better value for the public funds invested in them.  On 

balance therefore we recommend that HERs and local government archaeology generally should be 

delivered primarily by regional Trusts or multi-LPA consortia, backed by central quality control, specialist 

advisors, and scientific facilities provided by Historic England. 

 

8. In what ways could the knowledge and enthusiasm of third-sector organisations be harnessed to 

support the work of the present or future mix of public and private organisations in delivering your 

preferred model of heritage protection? 

A major problem here is that the management of HERs and the way they are used by LPAs involves legal 

issues. The creation and use of HERs must involve the concept of competence if it is to work. People, both 

those issuing planning advice/monitoring and those creating the database on which that advice is largely 

based, must be able to be deemed competent. The decisions must be able to stand in court of law.  The 

legal and financial implications for any third-sector organisation thinking of taking a lead role within any 

new structure are therefore severe.  We would also point out that many third-sector organisations are 

Registered Charities, whose functions are limited by statute and by their individual Articles of Association, 
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and whose Trustees are constrained both by their legal obligations on financial risk to the Charity, and by 

any possibility of incurring potentially-major individual financial liabilities for their (by definition as 

Trustees) unpaid voluntary work. 

We therefore do not feel that most third-sector organisations such as ourselves can or should play any lead 

role in delivering the new system. However we do feel that third-sector organisations can contribute in 

advisory roles, and in adequately-monitored HER record generation and field-verification (with or without 

grant-aid, according to circumstances and level of input).  We stress that the advice and information which 

we as a third-sector organisation offer to the public depends very much on reference to LPA archaeologists 

and (very much in our own case) to the existence of the EH/HE archaeological science laboratories and 

network of Regional Science Advisers. 

Finally, we note that an effective ‘third sector’ relies on two factors – active and committed volunteers 

with the right interests and abilities for the particular circumstance, and funding via direct fundraising 

and/or access to grant-aid.  For the heritage sector, both ‘pools’ are finite and potentially under severe 

pressure.  As regards personnel, the proposed New Models for EH and HE will rely heavily on volunteers 

who will be drawn largely from the same pool as for locsl government archaeology.  At the same time, the 

projected grant-giving capacity of the new organisations shows a major decline continuing into the future, 

while the new HE will be potentially a major competitor with the Third Sector in seeking grants from (for 

instance) HLF (http://www.pia-journal.co.uk/article/view/pia.451/596 ).  With the best will in the world, 

the capacity of third-sector organisations to substantially increase their contributions to heritage 

protection must not be overestimated. 

 

On behalf of the Historical Metallurgy Society 

Paul Belford BSc MA FSA MIfA 

Chairman 

David Cranstone MA FSA MIfA 

Secretary 

7th February 2014 

  

http://www.pia-journal.co.uk/article/view/pia.451/596
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19. Society for Church Archaeology 

____________________________________________________ 

 

The Society for Church Archaeology (SCA) was formed in 1996 to promote the study, conservation and 

preservation of places of worship of all faiths and denominations.  It seeks to ensure that expert 

archaeological and art-historical input in its widest sense is focused upon the investigation and protection 

of religious buildings, their material culture, burial grounds and environs. 

The mantle of the recently dissolved Association of Diocesan and Cathedral Archaeologists (ADCA) has not 

passed explicitly to SCA or indeed to ALGAO (England), the principal representative of local government 

archaeological services. However, the SCA membership includes sufficient people acting in those roles for 

it to be able to offer considered comments on the future of those services.  These comments can also 

apply to the future of built environment conservation services, with whom in best practice archaeological 

services are brigaded. 

The ecclesiastical exemption from listed building controls for qualifying denominations validates rather 

than removes a legitimate interest in the future of relevant local government services.  It reminds that the 

conjunction of secular and ecclesiastical interests, together with the complexities of legislation and 

regulation, demand a cooperative approach to historical conservation, for the sake of the buildings 

themselves and in the interests of their stakeholders, whether scholarly, devotional, educational, 

community-based, commercial or touristic.   

There is clear evidence that local government heritage services are diminishing under the pressure of 

budget cuts, beginning to dismantle the painfully constructed nationwide network enjoined by successive 

government advice since the baseline was set in 1990 with PPG16.  The network of Sites and Monuments 

Records, completed in the last century and now in transition to a wider role as Historic Environment 

Records (HERs), faces attrition and incomplete coverage.  The same applies to the archaeological planning 

advisers, who rely upon those records for basic information to support casework, and who can support 

their development by ensuring the deposit of new information derived from casework outcomes.  

Whilst there is now complete coverage of (voluntary) Diocesan Archaeological Advisers and Cathedral 

Archaeologists (under contract), their effectiveness is greatly enhanced by the parallel requirements of the 

secular heritage management system. In particular, close liaison with local government heritage services 

brings opportunities to cooperate, add value to the development and consideration of proposals in both 

the exempt and the secular planning systems, and to avoid the frustrations of bureaucratic duplication.  An 

obvious example is the requirement of the Church of England that petitions for a faculty be accompanied 

by Statements of Significance and Needs; the former still present many parishes and their architects with 

considerable problems in delivering what is required, but material in local HERs and archaeology and 

building conservation officers with expertise in these matters offer a major source of information and 

advice.    

In short, a healthy ‘exempt’ system requires a healthy secular system in order to maximize the benefits for 

both systems and facilitate mutually beneficial interactions. This applies particularly to cases where 

planning permission or other consents from the local planning authority may be required in addition to a 

faculty.  A new and concrete illustration of this requirement is the current proposal by the Church of 
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England to develop a Church Heritage Record, combining information management and Faculty application 

procedures.  Its success will depend upon not only its intrinsic robustness, but also its ability to network 

with and complement rather than duplicate existing secular information systems, many now impressively 

mature in terms of reliable data content and retrievability. 

For these reasons, SCA would advance the following propositions with regard to local heritage / 

archaeological services in the secular system:  

1.  Local heritage services must remain associated with the planning process to the same extent as its 

other environmental components in order that advice may be provided to applicants and decision-

makers in accord with accepted government planning principles and free of potential conflicts of 

interest associated with commercial consultancies. 

2. Understanding historic assets in order to be able to assess the impacts - benign or harmful - of 

development proposals is a primary core activity of both archaeological and built heritage advisers. 

It relies upon accessible and effectively managed HERs as a starting point for applicants and 

regulators alike, and as the depository of new information obtained during the development 

process. It is essential that the complete coverage of maintained HERs is retained, and record 

management functions are kept separate from record user interests. 

3. Archaeological advisers must be able to draw upon an HER in formulating their advice on proposals. 

That advice must be professional, coming from a qualified archaeologist with relevant planning 

experience. It is for the generalist planner to weigh advice on significance and impacts against the 

benefits claimed by a development proposal, but not to provide it.  

4. Though community outputs from HERs and local archaeological services are usually the first to be 

abandoned in the face of cuts, the scope for providing them should not be altogether precluded, so 

that connections with museum and educational services can be remade when opportunities 

present. Nor should it be forgotten in the era of localism that a coherent, rather than a 

commercially fragmented understanding of the heritage  of an administrative area is important to 

those who live in it.  Local communities involved in local community based decision-making need a 

coherent, effective, well-managed, accessible, and outward-looking HER to ensure they are well 

informed about their local historic environment. It is also the sine qua non of real community 

archaeology activities and local heritage initiatives which engage people in the exploration and care 

of obvious heritage ‘targets’ such as historic church buildings, make enormous use of local heritage 

services.  

5. At whatever scale local archaeological services are provided, protocols of liaison with the offices of 

the 'new' Heritage England should be developed in the interests of mutual support and avoidance 

of duplication while also retaining clarity about respective roles and responsibilities. 

6. The possession of sufficient critical mass in a local authority heritage service in order to embody 

these principles must be the overriding requirement of government as local government structures 

change, and may lead to a variety of organisational outcomes. Any model of heritage service 

provision must be judged by its effectiveness in embodying these principles. 

 

Society for Church Archaeology 
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Secretary, Emma Chapman, erc50@cam.ac.uk   
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20. Society for Museum Archaeology 

____________________________________________________ 

 

The future of local government archaeological services Inquiry 

Written evidence submitted on behalf of the Society for Museum Archaeology (SMA) 

Gail Boyle (Chair), February 2014 

 

SMA is recognised by Arts Council England as the Subject Specialist Network for British Archaeology and as 

such provides a focus for the expertise and collections knowledge of collections managers, keepers and 

curators throughout the UK. The objective of SMA is to promote active museum involvement in all aspects 

of archaeology and to emphasise the essential role of museums within the archaeological discipline. 

 

The evidence provided here is offered with specific reference to Question 2 

 

In January 2013 SMA published the results of a report commissioned in direct response to a growing crisis 

relating to the deposition of archaeological archives, in particular the lack of storage space and the 

diminution of archaeological curatorial expertise in English museums.6 It is worth noting here the main 

reasons cited for the evaluation since the situation it addressed is ongoing: 

 

2.1.1. The Society of Museum Archaeologists (SMA), English Heritage (EH), and the Federation of 

Archaeological Managers and Employers (FAME) have each been aware of difficulties relating to the 

deposition of archaeological archives in museums over recent years. In some parts of the country 

problems have persisted for the last decade or more, in other areas new problems have arisen. In a 

few areas well-structured systems have been developed and function well, but even these are now 

being challenged. Financial pressures on all local authorities have reduced the resources available to 

museums, which in turn has reduced the space available for archaeological archives, the expertise to 

curate them, and the funding for managing them. 

2.1.2. As a consequence, in some parts of the country museums and other repositories can no longer collect 

archaeological archive material from newly completed projects. Access to the archaeological resource 

that these collections represent has therefore been restricted, and archive material has potentially 

been put at risk. 

2.1.3.  Possible solutions have been put forward, including the establishment of archaeological resource 

centres; regional storage facilities shared between different institutions, and/or more rigorous 

selection strategies. These potential solutions are based on the assumptions that there is insufficient 

space in existing stores, and that archaeological projects generate excessive amounts of material for 

deposition in museums as archaeological archives. Meanwhile, professional archaeologists both in 

museums and working for archaeological contracting organisations find themselves under increasing 

pressure as more projects are carried out. At the same time, many existing archaeological archives 

                                                           
6
 Edwards, R., 2013,  Archaeological Archives & Museums 2012.  

http://www.socmusarch.org.uk/docs/Archaeological-archives-and-museums-2012.pdf 
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are homeless, remaining in the care of contracting organisations because there is no museum or 

repository able to receive them. 

2.1.4. Amongst many other significant findings the report highlighted the fact that the vast majority of 

museums which currently collect, or have collected archaeological archives in the past, are either 

fully funded or part funded by local authorities for which museums are a non-statutory provision. 

Local authority funding cuts to such provision have had, and continue to have, a direct effect on 

these museums’ ability to continue to accept archaeological archives. A fundamental disconnect 

exists between the duties placed upon local planning authorities by the National Planning Policy 

Framework, which on the one-hand requires information to made publically accessible and for 

‘archives to be deposited with a local museum or other public depository’ and the ability of local 

authority museums to be able to continue accommodate such archives, particularly where there is 

no direct source of funding or mandatory requirement to do so.7  Whilst the NPPF supersedes 

Planning Policy Statement 5: Planning for the Historic Environment (PPS5) as Government policy on 

the management of change to the Historic Environment in England, the practice guide that 

accompanied it is still valid.8 Paragraphs 130, 134 and 137 underline the importance of both securing 

archaeological archives and their importance for future research. One of the most striking findings of 

the SMA report was the number of major gaps there are in collecting areas particularly in Kent and 

Northamptonshire: 47 local authorities, plus parts of another four had no museum provision 

available at all for the deposition of archives. In two others alternative museums were covering for 

museums unable to accept archives. This situation has since become worse with recent reports that 

amongst others, Guildford Museum and East Berkshire (Reading Museum outside of Reading 

borough) and the Royal Cornwall Museum are no longer accepting archives. The reduction on the 

number of specialist staff whose responsibility it is to care for, interpret and enable public access to 

archives within museums is also of great concern: only 53 museums were identified as having a 

Curator of Archaeology, i.e. 70% were without a specialist. Clearly the loss of archaeological site 

archives after excavation is just as real a problem as the ones lost to development without fieldwork 

having taken place.  For those areas where there is no provision for archaeological archives to be 

deposited then the archaeology is effectively lost.  Contracting field units are not able to provide 

access for public or academic study and SMA has heard reports that there are some units which are 

now considering discarding un-deposited archives or returning them to clients outside the heritage 

sector rather than holding them in the hope that some provision may be made for them in the 

future. The size of this issue is enormous: FAME estimated that there were 9,000 undepositable 

archaeological archives in England alone and more recent research in other parts of the UK is 

revealing similar levels of problem.  

2.1.5. Some museums and local authorities have found local solutions to these problems such as the use of 

commercial storage companies (Deepstore, ADS etc) and others are using the requirement to deposit 

to focus attention on the problem. Wiltshire Museums for example have been attempting to 

negotiate the problem by placing the onus on Wiltshire County Council to make financial provision 

                                                           
7
 Paragraph 141 and footnote,  

NPPF 2012 National Planning Policy Framework. Department for Communities and Local Government.  
Available: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2 
 
8
 PPS5: Planning for the Historic Environment Practice Guide Revision Note, 2012.  

Available: http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/pps-practice-guide/pps5practiceguide.pdf 
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for long-term storage and curatorial care of archives through the local infrastructure delivery plan 

with funding from the community infrastructure levy.  The SMA report made eight recommendations 

based on its findings whilst recognising that although “general trends can be identified nationally, 

many of the issues are locally based, influenced by the local history and development of museums in 

their towns, districts, or counties, and subject to local pressures and political agendas.” The 

recommendations are pertinent to this inquiry and were as follows: 

 

1. Produce a policy statement on the significance of archaeological archives nationally and their 

importance as a key resource in the future. It is essential for us all to acknowledge that the results of 

all archaeological work across the country contribute to an understanding of our national, as well as 

local, heritage. 

2. Promote the potential of archaeological archives as a resource for engaging all communities. The 

Archaeological Archives Forum, the Society of Museum Archaeologists, and the Institute for 

Archaeologists should develop a strategy for promoting the use of information held in archaeological 

archives. 

3. Establish a national strategy for archive completion as a means of providing easy access to the 

archaeological record. The Archaeological Archives Forum should investigate possible solutions such as 

a national index of archaeological archives and universal standards for archive creation. 

4. Develop a national strategy for the storage and curation of archaeological archives. For the national 

resource represented by archives to be accessible, attention needs to be paid to how and where 

material is stored; what is selected for retention as archives are prepared; what can be discarded from 

older archives. 

5. Ensure that the significance of archives is fully recognised at all stages of planning-led 

archaeological work. Encourage cooperation between planning teams, museum curators and archive 

creators to ensure that standards are understood, methodologies are agreed and transfer is 

straightforward. 

6. Seek solutions for archive material that currently cannot be transferred to a repository. These may 

be interim measures but they would alleviate the pressure on contracting organisations while 

decreasing the risks to the archaeological record.  

7. Develop a framework for the provision of archaeological archive advice to practitioners in planning 

authorities, contracting organisations, museums, and community groups. A national network of 

advisors and specialists would help to ensure that standards for the creation and care of the 

archaeological record are maintained. 

8. Promote and publicise the collecting areas map. The online map of collecting areas is intended as a 

resource for use by those carrying out archaeological work across England. For the map to be relevant 

and continue to be useful, contracting archaeologists, museum curators, and all involved need to be 

aware that it is there and that they should provide regular updates. 


